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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 43442 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE TIMOTHY HANSEN 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LA WREN CE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
000002
Date: 9/16/2015 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 11 :41 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 4 Case: CR-FE-2013-0009223 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen 
Defendant: Nall, Joshua 
State of Idaho vs. Joshua Nall 
Date Code User Judge 
7/9/2013 NCRF PRSCHOKF New Case Filed - Felony Magistrate Court Clerk 
PROS PRSCHOKF Prosecutor assigned Jeffrey S White Magistrate Court Clerk 
XSEA PRSCHOKF Case Sealed Magistrate Court Clerk 
CRCO: TCPACKCF Criminal Complaint Magistrate Court Clerk 
WARI TCPACKCF Warrant Issued -Arrest Bond amount: 250000.00 Magistrate Court Clerk 
Defendant: Nall, Joshua M 
STAT TCPACKCF STATUS CHANGED: Inactive Magistrate Court Clerk 
7/18/2013 HRSC TCMCCOSL Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment Theresa Gardunia 
07/23/2013 01:30 PM) 
7/23/2013 HRVC TCMCCOSL Hearing result for Video Arraignment scheduled Theresa Gardunia 
on 07/23/2013 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
7/24/2013 WART TCMCCOSL Warrant Returned Defendant: Nall, Joshua M Magistrate Court Clerk 
XUNS TCMCCOSL Case Un-sealed Magistrate Court Clerk 
STAT TCMCCOSL STATUS CHANGED: Pending Magistrate Court Clerk 
BOOK TCMCCOSL Booked into Jail on: Magistrate Court Clerk 
HRSC TCMCCOSL Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment Daniel L Steckel 
07/24/2013 01:30 PM) 
ARRN TCCHENKH Hearing result for Video Arraignment scheduled Daniel L Steckel · 
on 07/24/2013 01 :30 PM: Arraignment I First 
Appearance 
CHGA TCCHENKH Judge Change: Administrative Cawthon I Irby 
ORPD TCCHENKH Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County Cawthon I Irby 
Public Defender 
[on the record in open court] 
HRSC TCCHENKH Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 08/07/2013 Cawthon I Irby 
08:30AM) 
BSET TCCHENKH BOND SET: at 1000000.00- (118-1401 {CY} Cawthon I Irby 
Burglary (Conspiracy)) 
ORPD MADEFRJM Order Appointing Public Defender Cawthon I Irby 
[file stamped 7/25/13) 
7/29/2013 MFBR TCOLSOMC Motion For Bond Reduction Cawthon I Irby 
NOHG TCOLSOMC Notice Of Hearing Cawthon I Irby 
RQDD TCOLSOMC Defendant's Request for Discovery Cawthon I Irby 
8/2/2013 PHRD TCTONGES Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Cawthon I Irby 
Discovery and Objections 
8/6/2013 APPL CCMANLHR Application for Writ of Habeas Corpus James Cawthon 
WRIT CCMANLHR Writ Issued James Cawthon 
8/7/2013 CONT CCMANLHR Continued (Preliminary 09/06/2013 08:30 AM) James Cawthon 
NOTH CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing James Cawthon 
[file stamped 08/06/2013) 
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Date: 9/16/2015 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: TCWEGEKE 
Time: 11:41 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 4 Case: CR-FE-2013-0009223 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen 
Defendant: Nall, Joshua 
State of Idaho vs. Joshua Nall 
Date Code User Judge 
8/22/2013 PHRD TCTONGES Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Cawthon/ Irby 
Discovery and Objections 
/2nd 
9/6/2013 CONT CCMANLHR Continued (Preliminary 09/18/2013 09:30 AM) Cawthon/ Irby 
AMCO CCMANLHR Amended Complaint Filed Cawthon/ Irby 
NOTH CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing Cawthon/ Irby 
9/18/2013 CONT CCMANLHR Continued (Preliminary 10/18/2013 08:30 AM) Cawthon/ Irby 
9/26/2013 ssoc TCTONGES Stipulation For Substitution Of Counsel/ Gordon Cawthon / Irby 
NSSC TCTONGES Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel/ Gordon Cawthon/ Irby 
10/18/2013 CONT CCMANLHR Continued (Preliminary 11/05/2013 09:30 AM) Randall Robinson 
NOTH CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing Randall Robinson 
RSDS · TCLANGAJ State/City Response to Discovery/Supplemental Cawthon/ Irby 
11/5/2013 CONT CCMANLHR Continued (Preliminary 12/11/2013 08:30 AM) Cathleen 
Macgregor-Irby 
NOTH CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing Cathleen 
Macgregor-Irby 
12/11/2013 HRWV CCMANLHR Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on James Cawthon 
12/11/2013 08:30 AM: Hearing Waived 
PHWV CCMANLHR Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on James Cawthon 
12/11/2013 08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 
CHGB CCMANLHR Change Assigned Judge: Bind Over James Cawthon 
HRSC CCMANLHR Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 01/08/2014 James Cawthon 
09:00AM) 
COMT CCMANLHR Commitment James Cawthon 
NOTH CCMANLHR Notice Of Hearing James Cawthon 
12/12/2013 INFO TCLANGAJ Information Timothy Hansen 
MINE. TCWEGEKE Minute Entry Timothy Hansen 
12/17/2013 ORDR CCMANLHR Order Allowing Social Worker Kristin Richards James Cawthon 
Professional Visits with Defendant Joshua Nall 
12/23/2013 CONT DCOLSOMA Continued (Arraignment 01/29/2014 09:00 AM) Timothy Hansen 
1/29/2014 DCAR DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on Timothy Hansen 
01/29/2014 09:00 AM: District Court 
Arraignment- Court Reporter: V. Gosney 
Number of Pages: less than 100 
HRSC. DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Entry of Plea 02/26/2014 Timothy Hansen 
09:00AM) 
2/18/2014 MOTN TCWRIGSA Motion to Rescind or Withdraw Order Allowing Timothy Hansen 
Professional Visits 
2/20/2014 NOHG TCWRIGSA Notice Of Hearing (2-26-2014@9:00A) Timothy Hansen 
000004
Date: 9/16/2015 
Time: 11 :41 AM 
Page 3 of 4 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2013-0009223 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen 
Defendant: Nall, Joshua 
User: TCWEGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Joshua Nall 
Date Code User Judge 
2/26/2014 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on Timothy Hansen 
02/26/2014 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: V. Gosney 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 
PLEA DCOLSOMA A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-1401 {CY} Timothy Hansen 
Burglary (Conspiracy)) 
DISM DCOLSOMA Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor Timothy Hansen 
(118-8502(3) {F} Criminal Gangs-Commission of a 
Felony Crime With the Intent to Promote the 
Pattern of Gang Activity ) 
DISM DCOLSOMA Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor Timothy Hansen 
(118-3316(1) Weapon-Unlawful Possession by 
Convicted Felon) 
PLEA· DCOLSOMA A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (118-8505 Timothy Hansen 
Criminal Gang-Supply Firearms to Criminal Gang 
) 
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 06/02/2014 Timothy Hansen 
03:00 PM) 
GPA DCOLSOMA Guilty Plea Advisory Timothy Hansen 
5/27/2014 MEMO TCWRIGSA State's Sentencing Memorandum, RE: Credit for Timothy Hansen 
Time Served 
6/2/2014 FIGT DCOLSOMA Finding of Guilty (118-1401 {CY} Burglary Timothy Hansen 
(Conspiracy)) 
FIGT DCOLSOMA Finding of Guilty (118-8505 Criminal Gang-Supply Timothy Hansen 
Firearms to Criminal Gang ) 
STAT DCOLSOMA STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Timothy Hansen 
CONT DCOLSOMA Continued (Sentencing 06/03/2014 04:00 PM) Timothy Hansen 
6/3/2014 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Timothy Hansen 
06/03/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: T. Fisher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 
JAIL DCOLSOMA Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-1401 {CY} Timothy Hansen 
Burglary (Conspiracy)) Confinement terms: 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 8 years. 
JAIL DCOLSOMA Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-8505 Criminal Timothy Hansen 
Gang-Supply Firearms to Criminal Gang ) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 2 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 8 years. 
RESR DCOLSOMA Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's Timothy Hansen 
office. 876.91 victim # 1 
RESR DCOLSOMA Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's Timothy Hansen 
office. 654.59 victim# 2 
SNPF· DCOLSOMA Sentenced To Pay Fine 225.50 charge: 118-1401 Timothy Hansen 
{CY} Burglary (Conspiracy) 
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Date: 9/16/2015 
Time: 11 :41 AM 
Page 4 of 4 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2013-0009223 Current Judge: Timothy Hansen 
Defendant: Nall, Joshua 
User: TCWEGEKE 
State of Idaho vs. Joshua Nall 
Date Code User Judge 
6/5/2014 RESO DCMAXWKK Restitution Ordered/Order Timothy Hansen 
JDMT DCMAXWKK Judgment of Conviction and Commitment Timothy Hansen 
7/22/2014 NOWA• TCCHRIKE Notice Of Withdrawal Of Attorney Timothy Hansen 
9/8/2014 ORDR DCOLSOMA Order RE: Appointment of Public Defender Timothy Hansen 
11/3/2014 MOTN TCCHRIKE Motion to Clarify Credit for Time Served Timothy Hansen 
12/30/2014 HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/07/2015 08:30 Timothy Hansen 
AM) NO TRANSPORT 
1/7/2015 CONT DCOLSOMA Continued (Status 03/25/2015 08:30 AM) Timothy Hansen 
3/25/2015 CONT DCOLSOMA Continued (Status 04/01/2015 08:30 AM) Timothy Hansen 
3/31/2015 DCOLSOMA Order to Transport Timothy Hansen 
[unable to locate, possibly entered in error] 
4/1/2015 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Status scheduled on Timothy Hansen 
04/01/2015 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: V. Starr 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 
HRSC DCOLSOMA Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Timothy Hansen 
06/01/2015 03:00 PM) 
4/3/2015 BREF CCJOHNLE Briefing Schedule Timothy Hansen 
4/30/2015 MOTN TCWRIGSA Motion for Recondsideration of Sentence Timothy Hansen 
BREF TCWRIGSA Defendant's Brief in Support in Support of Timothy Hansen 
Defendant's Rule 35 Motion 
5/13/2015 OBJE TCWRIGSA State's Objection to Defendant's Motion for Timothy Hansen 
Reconsideration of Sentence 
5/21/2015 BREF TCWRIGSA Defendant's Reply Brief in Support of Defendant's Timothy Hansen 
Rule 35 Motion 
5/29/2015 . DCOLSOMA Order to Transport Timothy Hansen 
6/1/2015 DCHH DCOLSOMA Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Timothy Hansen 
on 06/01/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 
7/16/2015 MEMO DCMAXWKK Memorandum Decision and Order Timothy Hansen 
JDMT DCMAXWKK Amended Judgment of Conviction and Timothy Hansen 
Commitment 
7/29/2015 NOTA TCOLSOMC NOTICE OF APPEAL Timothy Hansen 
APSC TCOLSOMC Appealed To The Supreme Court Timothy Hansen 
8/3/2015 ORDR DCOLSOMA Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Timothy Hansen 
on Direct Appeal 





GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeffrey S White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
... . ' ... e ::::::.:.~FU~!n"'.~-z~ ...... --: 
JUL O 9 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By COURTNEY PACKER 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









) __________ ) 




PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this j_ day of July 2013, Jeffrey S White, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, being first 
duly sworn, complains and says: that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or between the 15th 
day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did 
commit the crimes of: L CONSPIRACY TO CO~T BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-
1401, 1701, 204; II. CO~SSION OF A FELONY CRIME WITH THE INTENT TO 
PROMOTE GANG ACTIVITY, I.C. §18-8502, 8503; and III. UNLAWFUL 
POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, LC. § 18-3316 as follows: 




On or between the 15th day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, within Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
together with Bryson Garner Smith, Donald Koski, Justin Ackerland, Dale Anthony 
Warren, Travis Brecks, and/or other unnamed or unknown people did willfully and 
knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree to enter into a certain house, to-wit: a 
residence, the property of Wayne and/or Kathy Miller, located in the 5000 block of Pierce 
Park with the intent to commit the crime of Aggravated Assault, in violation of LC. § 18-
1401, 18-901(a), 905(a). 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following overt 
acts, among others, were committed within Ada County and elsewhere. 
1. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL agreed to assist in a home invasion of a 
residence on Pierce Park. 
2. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL met with other(s) at an unknown location on 
Overland Road in Ada County. 
3. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL drove with 
others Koski's Honda Accord to the Pierce Park residence. 
4. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL provided 
Bryson Garner Smith with a 9mm pistol that was to be used to 
assault the resident( s) of the Pierce Park residence. 
5. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL was 
present at the Pierce Park residence providing assistance as Bryson 
Garner Smith, Donald Koski, and/or Travis Brecks forced entry into 
the Pierce Park residence. 




On or between the 15th day of March, 2012 and the 8th day of April, 2012, within 
Ada County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
and/or Dale Anthony Warren and/or Bryson Garner Smith, and/or Donald Ira Koski and/or 
Travis Brecks and/or other unamed or unknown people did knowingly engage in the activity 
above alleged in Count I for the benefit of, or at the direction of, or in association with a 
criminal gang or criminal gang member with the specific intent to promote, facilitate, or 
assist the activities of a criminal gang. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did possess and/or have under his custody or 
control a firearm, to-wit: a 9mm pistol, knowing that he has been convicted of the following 
felony crimes: 
1. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, LC. 
§ 18-3316, by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada 
County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001524, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
2. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
LC. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in 
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001523, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
3. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
LC. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in 
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001522, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
4. INTIMIDATION OF A WITNESS, FELONY, LC. § 18-2604, by 
virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada County Case 
No. CR-FE-2000-0000610, dated September 20, 2000. 
COMPLAINT (NALL), Page 3 
000009
1 ' .• • 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Defendant 
and that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, may be dealt with according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
ey S White 
eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this 'f day of July 2013. 
COMPLAINT (NALL), Page 4 
000010
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
vs. 
hlWl>, khte_ \ }\ttll 
PROSECUTOR,:1-UJ~ 
COMPLAINING WITNESS _________ _ 
JUDGE 
D BERECZ D MacGREGOR-IRBY 
~ 
BIETER D MANWEILER 
CAWTHON D McDANIEL 
COMSTOCK D MINDER 
D DAY D OTHS 
D GARDUNIA D REARDON 
D HARRIGFELD D .STECKEL 
D HAWLEY D SWAIN 




D AGENT'S WARRANT 
0 RULE 5(8) 
D FUGITIVE 
D MOTION & ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
CASE NO. Qe-v5,,... Qzzs 
CLERK \.\ , M.o.nVc( 
DATE ] I q I 2013 TIME \ro~ 








1 AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
D AFFIDAVIT SIGNED 
D JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN 
D NO PC FOUND 
D EXONERATE BOND 
~ SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED WARRANT ISSUED 
~ BOND SET$ _!25C:.ur:o,-
D NO CONTACT 
D.R.# 
D DISMISS CASE 
D IN CUSTODY 
[REV 12-2011 J 
000011
DR# 12-207991 
· OFFICER: LEHAR 
AGENCY: Boise Police Department 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeffrey S White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 




JUL 2 4 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMACK 
DEPUTY 
!--···:;~,j} (.:::-;:; :/1,;;~,\.; ·~:° ei f~ --·-,I. 
i ' ' ' 
I y_}:. o 9 rID13 
ll Gary Raney, Sheriff 
BOISE, !DAHO 
'---···-·---···-""-·--·-···· -·--~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 











Case No. CR-FE-2013-0000C\'ZZ.$ D\ 0) . -
vs. ARREST WARRANT 




Sex: Male Race·: White Height: 5'8" Weight: 200 lbs. 
Hair/Eyes: Black/Brown 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR POLICEMAN IN THE 
STATE OF IDAHO: 
ARREST WARRANT (NALL), Page 1 
ARRESTED 
ADA COUNTY SHERIFF 
000012
A COMPLAINT UPON OATH having been this day laid before me by Jeffrey S 
White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, stating that the crimes of: I. CONSPIRACY TO 
COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 204; II. COMMISSION OF A 
FELONY CRIME WITH THE INTENT TO PROMOTE GANG ACTIVITY, LC. §18-
8502, 8503; and III.UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, LC. §18-
3316 have been committed, and accusing JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL thereof; 
YOU ARE THEREFORE COMMANDED to immediately arrest the Defendant 
named above at any time during the day or night, and to bring him before me at my office in 
the County of Ada, or in case of my absence or inability to act, before the nearest or most 
accessible Magistrate in Ada Co 
DATED Thisq_ day o:t:.,·= ~~-'' 2013. 
Bond$ d°~OOO 
RETURN OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the 
Defendant and bringing~:::." into Court this :l}day of J ev.. 'I , 2013. 
I 
ARREST WARRANT (NALL), Page 2 




COMMITMENT FOR EXAMINATION AFTER APPEARANCE 
THE WITHIN NAMED Defendant, having been brought before me under this 
Warrant, is committed for examination to the Sheriff of Ada County, State of Idaho, and is 
admitted to bail in the sum of$ _________ , surety, cash or by undertaking of 
two sufficient sureties, and is committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County until 
such bail is given. This Cause is continued for further appearance until ____ day of 
------' 2013. 
Magistrate for the District Court 
of the Fourth Judicial District, 
Magistrate Division 
ORDER OF RELEASE 
TO THE SHERIFF OF ADA COUNTY, IDAHO: 
YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED to release the Defendant from your custody. 
DATED: ____ _ 
NCICENTRY: 
Magistrate for the District Court 
of the Fourth Judicial District, 
Magistrate Division 
(Additional Levels Inclusive) 
~ North West Shuttle (ID, WA, OR) 
0 Western States (ID, WA, OR, MT, CA, WY, SD, ND, UT, CO, 
AZ,NV) 
D Nationwide 
BY: ___ _ 
DATED: __ _ 




GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeffrey S White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DIS1RICT COURT OF 1HE FOUR1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 1HE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









) __________ ) 





PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this .!i_ day of July 2013, Jeffrey S White, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, being first 
duly sworn, complains and says: that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or between the 15th 
day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did 
commit the crimes of: I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-
1401, 1701, 204; IL COMMISSION OF A FELONY CRIME WITH THE INTENT TO 
PROMOTE GANG ACTIVITY, LC. §18-8502, 8503; and III. UNLAWFUL 
POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, LC. § 18-3316 as follows: 




On or between the 15th day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, within Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
together with Bryson Garner Smith, Donald Koski, Justin Ackerland, Dale Anthony 
Warren, Travis Brecks, and/or other unnamed or unknown people did willfully and 
knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree to enter into a certain house, to-wit: a 
residence, the property of Wayne and/or Kathy Miller, located in the 5000 block of Pierce 
Park with the intent to commit the crime of Aggravated Assault, in violation of LC. §18-
1401, 18-901(a), 905(a). 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following overt 
acts, among others, were committed within Ada County and elsewhere. 
1. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL agreed to assist in a home invasion of a 
residence on Pierce Park. 
2. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL met with other(s) at an unknown location on 
Overland Road in Ada County. 
3. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL drove with 
others Koski' s Honda Accord to the Pierce Park residence. 
4. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL provided 
Bryson Garner Smith with a 9mm pistol that was to be used to 
assault the resident(s) of the Pierce Park residence. 
5. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL was 
present at the Pierce Park residence providing assistance as Bryson 
Garner Smith, Donald Koski, and/or Travis Brecks forced entry into 
the Pierce Park residence. 




On or between the 15th day of March, 2012 and the 8th day of April, 2012, within 
Ada County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
and/or Dale Anthony Warren and/or Bryson Garner Smith, and/or Donald Ira Koski and/or 
Travis Brecks and/or other unamed or unknown people did knowingly engage in the activity 
above alleged in Count I for the benefit of, or at the direction of, or in association with a 
criminal gang or criminal gang member with the specific intent to promote, facilitate, or 
assist the activities of a criminal gang. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did possess and/or have under his custody or 
control a firearm, to-wit: a 9mm pistol, knowing that he has been convicted of the following 
felony crimes: 
1. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, I.C. 
§18-3316, by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada 
County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001524, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
2. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
I.C. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in 
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001523, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
3. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
I.C. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in 
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001522, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
4. INTIMIDATION OF A WITNESS, FELONY, I.C. § 18-2604, by 
virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada County Case 
No. CR-FE-2000-0000610, dated September 20, 2000. 
COMPLAINT (NALL), Page 3 
000017
• • 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Defendant 
and that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, may be dealt with according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
itsWhlre 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this_ day of July 2013. 
Magistrate 
COMPLAINT (NALL), Page 4 
000018
• • 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 









MAGISTRATE MINUTES/ NOTICE OF HEARING 
D PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM 







Events hed I : Video Arraignment, 7/24/20~~01:30PM 
Judge. lerk Clerk: ts=t-, 
Case Called: 0 I cm1 D In Cha~ers 
D Interpreter:-----------------
' )V AC D BC D EA D GC D MC_....___ __ ......... h~....._:::,,&-----=::k;.,t:..-..:... 
Defendant~Present D Not Present ~In Custod 
D Defendant failed to appear. Bond forfeited/ROR rev nc Warrant issued. Bond $ -------
~dvised of Rights D Not Guilty D Guilty Plea/ PV Admit D Written Guilty Plea D No Contact Order 
(!) 
~ond $ f1 OrJ>tQ"lD ,'? D Pre-Trial Release Order D Provide Evaluation 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
D Sentencing on------------- at _____ am/pm w/ Judge-------
D Court Trial Conference on at am/pm w/ Judge _______ _ --------- ---
D Pre-Trial, rial on O , 1 at~ ;_~~~m w/ Judge -trf' on 1:i/'J L:'2 at~m wl Judg ~~1-'--'-....<......-tj,___._.~ 
~Contact the Ada County Public Defender,
1
200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107, Boise, ID 83702, telephone (208) 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest, or 
default judgment may be entered if you are charged with an infraction. 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702 
I hereby certify copies of this notice were served as follows: ~
Defendant: Hand Delivere~ Via Counsel O Signature ___.~ ......... -....L...::;....,,o'------'-'-\\J-=-__.,CMID,_-=-___;;;;;.......;;;.Q.....;~"+-
Defense Atty: Hand Delivered D ~ 
Prosecutor: Hand Delivered D 
, Clerk of the District Court 
By: ___ -+----.,-...s;.i"""'---------
Deputy Clerk 
Magistrate Judge (for Pre-Trial Memorandum) 
DATED wa 
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' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
) STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
~ Case No: CR-FE-2013-0009223 
) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Joshua-M Nell ) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING 
2501 N 15 304 ) 
Boise, ID 83702 ))I (4 Ada D Boise D Eagle D Garden City D Meridian 
-------'-D---'e ___ fe_n_d_a_nt_. ------------ 'I.__ 
TO: Ada County Public Defender 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District 
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for; 
Preliminary .... Wednesday, August 07, 2013 .... 08:30 AM 
Judge: Cawthon I Irby 
BONDAMOUNT; ----- The Defendant is: D In Custody O Released on Bail D ROR 
TO: The above named defendant 
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208} 287-7400. If the defendant is 1.,mable.to 
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the .. ' 
Ada County Public Defender. · 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED; That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply · · · 
with Rule 16 I.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL 
CONFERENCE AND/ OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR 
THE JURY TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST. 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows 
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered Signature~--~:....=:::::::::..~=-..JJ~J::::::!:::::::=::~ 
Clerk/ date 
Prosecutor. Interdepartmental Mail ~ 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail L 
Phone~(_..__ ___ ~-------~~ 
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER Document1 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC .ENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
~~·o~1 ----
JUL 2 9 2013 
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
JOSHUA M NALL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
COMES NOW, JOSHUA M NALL, the above-named defendant, by and through 
counsel STEVEN A BOTIMER, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court for 
its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so 
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such 
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to 
bail. 
DATED, Friday, July 26, 2013. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Friday, July 26, 2013, I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the within instrument to: 
JEFFREY S WHITE 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
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e 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IIJp. 't)t/~ 
.,.M. / ~~1 ___ _ 
JUL 29 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
JOSHUA M NALL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to JEFFREYS WHITE: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a 
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on 
Wednesday, August 07, 2013, at the hour of 08:30 AM, in the courtroom of the above-entitled 
court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED, Friday, July 26, 2013. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Friday, July 26, 2013, I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the within instrument to: 
JEFFREY S WHITE 
Counsel for the State of Idahe> 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC .ENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
JUL 29 2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
By MAURA oi.:~H, Clerk 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY vs. 
JOSHUA M NALL, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY JUVENILE 
PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 
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6) All reports of lsical or mental examinations and I scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Friday, July 26, 2013. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Friday, July 26, 2013, I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY JUVENILE PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
e 
NO.- FILED 3: 1 i; 
P.M-~~-=--
A.M.----
AUG -2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER o. RICH. Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










) ________________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND 
OBJECTIONS 
COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ada, 
State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exist 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exist 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exist 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in Booking Sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exist. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document disclosed as State's pages 1 through 230. Pursuant to I.C.R. 
16( d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a redacted 
packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be disclosed 
to the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of 
the prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
Images of child pornography that were knowingly possessed by the defendant will 
be described in the police reports and/or computer forensic examination reports when 
completed. Those images will not be copied by the law enforcement agency conducting the 
examination or investigation. The images will be available for review by appointment. The 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office will aid in facilitating the appointment for review if 
defense counsel requests. 
1. Audio/video recordings: The State will provide audio and/or video recordings 
when they are received, if any exist, in this case. The State will provide unredacted audio and/or 
video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are not to be shared with the defendant or 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the prosecuting attorney or 
an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the preliminary hearing level, upon request, 
the State will provide redacted audio/video to defense counsel so that redacted audio/video 
may be shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State will comply with such request as it receives photographs, maps, 
charts or diagrams, if any exist, in this case. 
5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: The State will comply with such request as 
it receives reports of examinations and tests, if any exist, in this case. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided 
to defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be 
shared with the defendant. 
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.R.E. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in 
violation of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is 
required, that this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
00 NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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(g] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to state law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this f day of August, 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
White 
. eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2- day of August, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Steve Botimer, Ada County Public Defender's Office 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
'tfJ By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
e NO·---~ii'i:n-..,.~--
A.M. ____ F_,~~~- /;cf = 
AUG 06 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By HE/Of MANLEY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











) ________________ ) 
CASE NO. CRFE-2013-0009223 
APPLICATION FOR 
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS 
The undersigned Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, hereby 
makes application to the Court for the issuance of a writ of habeas corpus. 
(X) ad Prosequendum () ad Testificandum 
Name of Detainee: JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
DOB: 
SSN: 
Custodian: U.S. Marshal Service at the Ada County Jail 
Detainee is: 
(X) charged in this District on a felony (Conspiracy to Commit Burglary) in case Number: 
CRFE-13-9223; or 
( ) is a witness not otherwise available by the ordinary process of the court. 
Appearance is necessary on: August 7. 2013. at 8:30am in Boise, Idaho, before The Honorable 
Judge James Cawthon for a preliminary hearing, and for all further proceedings until the final 
resolution of this case. 
000029
DATED this k__ day of August, 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
f#w-hi-te ________ _ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS 
(X) ad Prosequendum () ad Testificandum 
The application is GRANTED and the Ada County Sheriff is hereby ORDERED to produce the 
named detainee on the date and time listed above. At the conclusion of these proceedings, the 
Ada County Sheriff shall return the detainee to the above-named custodian. 
DATED this~ day of August, 2013. 
FOR U.S. MARSHAL USE ONLY 




CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 











) ________________ ) 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE / MINUTE SHEET 
Case Num'oerd!i-2Jf)/3-,3 
Case Called ~ Q(d-16 
~a OSpecial ,~\v..fe, 
@Attorney S. .h rn~ 
Defendant: ~Present D Not Present ,i1n Custody D PD Appointed OWaived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter ____________ _ 
D Bond $ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied / Granted -------------
D Amendl~6'f;~iled D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
r:fJ ~ I Defense I ~I Request for Continuance ~ ~ Cu~ c\ d;.oa..-
/J State I Defer ,se Objection/ No Objection to Continuance------------------
~ Case continued toqE-h---13 at ~".3,u tf)pg;r{or_-t'L......L,aH:"---------
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed 
D Case Bound Over to Judge----------- on -------at ____ am/pm 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
DATED 8 J r"7 I l.?:> 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court 
By:~ 
Deuty Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: 




D Hand Delivered 
D Hand Delivered 
~dDelivered 




GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5954 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
e 
No. ___ "-;:;iii::n"..t.C)_,~~--
A.M .. ____ F,L~.M._p ____ ~ 
AUG 2 2 2013 
CHAISTOPHEA D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
Ol!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
2nd PRELIMINARY HEARING 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY AND 
OBJECTIONS 
COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ada, 
State of Idaho, and submits the following Preliminary Hearing Response to the Request for 
Discovery and Objections and informs the Court that the State has complied with the Defendant's 
Request for Discovery as outlined below. 
I. DISCLOSURES 
16-A Brady-Agurs Disclosure: The prosecution is unaware of any evidence that is 
exculpatory on its face relating to the offense charged. 
With regard to evidence that may be exculpatory as used or interpreted, the prosecution 
requests that the defense counsel submit, in writing, the defense to be asserted in this case so the 
prosecution can review its file to determine if any facts, evidence or witnesses may be material to 
the preparation of that defense. In the alternative, the prosecution offers to defense counsel an open 
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file policy to review those documents in the control and possession of the prosecution that may be 
exculpatory in some manner to the offense charged. 
16-B Stipulation - Request Disclosure: 
1. Statement of Defendant: The State has complied with discovery by providing the 
known statements of the Defendant that are contained in documents and items the State currently 
has in its possession and will comply with discovery as more information becomes available, as 
follows: 
a. Audio Taped Confession/Statement, if any exist 
b. Video Taped Confession/Statement, if any exist 
c. Written Confession/Statement, if any exist 
d. As reflected in Police Reports 
e. As reflected in Booking Sheets 
2. Statement of Co-Defendant: See disclosed police reports for statements of Co-
Defendant, if any exist. 
3. Defendant's Prior Record: The Defendant's prior record disclosed in the following: 
a. NCIC report 
4A. Documents and Tangible Objects: Police Reports, Witness Statements, Medical 
records and/or other tangible documents in possession of the Ada County Prosecutor's Office as of 
the date of filing of this document previously disclosed as State's pages 1 through 230. Pursuant 
to I.C.R. 16(d), the State has provided an unredacted discovery packet for defense counsel and a 
redacted packet of discovery for the defendant. The unredacted packet of discovery is not to be 
disclosed to the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the 
consent of the prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. 
1. Audio/video recordings: The State is providing with this response Dispatch 
audio (1 disk), witness/co-defendant interviews (6 disks), and Wal-Mart video (1 disk). The State 
will provide unredacted audio and/or video to defense counsel marked "Confidential," which are 
not to be shared with the defendant or the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the 
consent of the prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. At the 
preliminary hearing level, upon request, the State will provide redacted audio/video to 
defense counsel so that redacted audio/video may be shared with the defendant. 
B. Photographs: The State is providing a copy of police photos with this response (1 disk). 
2"d PRELIMINARY HEARING RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND 
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5. Reports of Examinations and Tests: The State will comply with such request as 
it receives reports of examinations and tests, if any exist, in this case. 
6. Witnesses: A list of names identifying witnesses and protected contact information has 
been provided to defense counsel in a letter under separate cover, which is not to be disclosed to 
the defendant or to the defendant's family pursuant to I.C.R. 16(d) without the consent of the 
prosecuting attorney or an order of the court upon a showing of need. The State has provided 
to defense counsel a separate redacted witness list excluding protected information that can be 
shared with the defendant. 
7. Expert Witnesses: The State will comply with such request as it identifies expert 
witnesses, if any exist, in this case. 
8. Police Reports: The State possesses police reports, witness statements and other 
documents which are available upon request. These documents are specifically identified in 
subparagraph 4(A) above. 
II. OBJECTIONS 
A. The State has excluded the identity of the Confidential Informant from this Discovery 
Response. The grounds for this objection are as follows. Pursuant to I.C.R. 16(g)(2) and I.RE. 
509, the identity of a Confidential Informant is excluded unless said Informant is to be produced as 
a witness at a hearing or trial, subject to any protective order under I.C.R. 16(1) or a disclosure order 
under Rule 16(b )(9). 
B. The State objects to any items in the defendant's request for discovery that would be in 
violation of state or federal law as follows and requests that if this Court rules that disclosure is 
required, that this Court also issue a protective order pursuant to I.C.R. 16(1): 
[8] NCIC criminal history for all witnesses. The State is not permitted to use NCIC for this 
purpose pursuant to federal law and hereby objects to providing this material. 
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[8] A police officer(s)' internal affairs files and/or other personnel documents. Personnel 
documents are confidential matters pursuant to state law. The State hereby objects to 
providing this material. 
~ -, 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this v< ,L day of August, 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
1 ,~ 
J White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7.,, 'Z-- day of August, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Preliminary Hearing Response to Request for Discovery and 
Objections upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Steve Botimer, Ada County Public Defender's Office 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
'f) By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By hand delivering copies of the same to defense counsel. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
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DR# 12-207991 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
e NO. n..,,, V'l(J\v FILED A.M.---.;___ __ .1P.M. ___ _ 
SEP O 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By HEIDI MANLEY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this G day of September 2013, Jeff 
White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or 
between the 15th day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, in the County of Ada, State 
of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, 
FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 204; II. COMMISSION OF A FELONY CRIME WITH 
THE INTENT TO PROMOTE GANG ACTIVITY, LC. §18-8502, 8503; III. UNLAWFUL 
POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, LC. §18-3316; and IV: SUPPLYING A 
FIRE~ TO A CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, FELONY, LC. §18-8505 as follows: 
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COUNT! 
On or between the 15th day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, within Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
together with Bryson Gamer Smith, Donald Koski, Justin Ackerland, Dale Anthony 
Warren, Travis Brecks, and/or other unnamed or unknown people did willfully and 
knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree to enter into a certain house, to-wit: a 
residence, the property of Wayne and/or Kathy Miller, located in the 5000 block of Pierce 
Park with the intent to commit the crime of Aggravated Assault, in violation of LC. § 18-
1401, 18-901(a), 905(a). 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following overt 
acts, among others, were committed within Ada County and elsewhere. 
1. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL agreed to assist in a home invasion of a 
residence on Pierce Park. 
2. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL met with other(s) at an unknown location to 
coordinate and plan the home invasion. 
3. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL travelled 
with others in Koski' s Honda Accord to the Pierce Park residence. 
4. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL provided 
Bryson Gamer Smith with a 9mm pistol that was to be used to 
assault the resident(s) of the Pierce Park residence. 
5. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL was 
present at the Pierce Park residence providing assistance as Bryson 
Gamer Smith, Donald Koski, and/or Travis Brecks forced entry into 
the Pierce Park residence. 
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COUNT II 
On or between the 15th day of March, 2012 and the 8th day of April, 2012, within 
Ada County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
and/or Dale Anthony Warren and/or Bryson Garner Smith, and/or Donald Ira Koski and/or 
Travis Brecks and/or other unamed or unknown people did knowingly engage in the activity 
above alleged in Count I for the benefit of, or at the direction of, or in association with a 
criminal gang or criminal gang member with the specific intent to promote, facilitate, or 
assist the activities of a criminal gang. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did possess and/or have under his custody or 
control a firearm, to-wit: a 9mm pistol, knowing that he has been convicted of the following 
felony crimes: 
1. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, LC. 
§ 18-3316, by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada 
County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001524, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
2. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
LC. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in 
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001523, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
3. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
LC. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in 
Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001522, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
4. INTIMIDATION OF A WITNESS, FELONY, I.C. § 18-2604, by 
virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada County Case 
No. CR-FE-2000-0000610, dated September 20, 2000. 




That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did knowingly supply or give possession or 
control of a firearm to an individual known by the Defendant to be a criminal gang member, 
to-wit: Bryson Gamer Smith. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Defendant 
and that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, may be dealt with according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this 6 day of September 2013. 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 












) ________________ ) 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE / MINUTE SHEET 
rr--
Case Number IB- 13:R').:;)3 
Case Called ~L qo ~3 
~ Ada D SpeRal J t,.J\..;.,~ 
@' Attorney t\ ~ Cos~ 
Defendant: ~resent D Not Present f In Custody _____ _ D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter--------------
D Bond $ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied / Granted -------------
\ 000 e,o:::> 
, Amendid &~plaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
~~)'betense L1 Request for Continuance f:i ~ )\.iH, pt~~ 
(ill State/ Qole•se 0bjectio.1 / No Objection to Continuance ~ .O.U,ckict. '!Ire., ,M ~ 
Id Case continued to q_ J fl 3 at --#-B!'ffl"for _Pi----'-'1f'-----------
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed 
D Case Bound Over to Judge------------ on _______ at ____ am/pm 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
9 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court 
DATED ~b13 By:_,__,~----............aa.~.............,...___ ____ _ 
t--L.L--!-!-~lerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: _ 1 _ _ 
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Clerk~ Date C/-i:,13 .;.__ ______ _ 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
• • 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff, 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET 
Case Number ~'Jq 3 
Case Called __,,C_~ _......,_,_..~--':::......;---------
~da D Special 1- · P:\ ~ ~ -
Defendant. E. C:: fJ 1 
~ Attorney _) , Do1'~ 
Defendant: D Present ~N~t Present ~l~stody D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Wai~n Chambers D Interpreter--------------
D Bond $ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied I Granted -------------
0 AmenJe~,4,~ Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
D State/ Defense/ Mutual Request for Continuance---------------------
0 State/ Defense Objection / No Objection to Continuance------------------
0 Case continued to ca \U1 '??-"\3 at ~pi:i;i for -Lp-"".;...._---------
0 Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed 
D Case Bound Over to Judge------------ on -------at ____ am/pm 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
DATED Q~ n1?:> 
CHRISTO 
By: __ +,,>,L.L............;.ao,a..::;....,'-'--'t----,-------
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: 
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n,. 26. 20'.3 3:40PM 
Philip Gordon, ISB #1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CllTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Defendant 
lfo.1619 · P. 4 
FILED 
A.M ____ P.M,=-.....:......-= 
SEP 2 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
O~PtlTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO,. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
STIPULATION FOR 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL 
COME NOW Philip Gordon of Gordon Law Offices, Chtd., and the Ada County Public 
Defender, Steven A. Botimer, counsel for the Defendant in the above entitled action, and hereby 
stipulate, that Philip Gordon be substituted as counsel ofrecord for the Defendant, Joshua M. Nall, in the 
place of the Ada County Public Defender's Office. 
Dated: September ~b ij013. 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 




Philip Gordon, ISBN 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED 
623 West Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Defendant 
e No. 1619 ~. 2 
NO·---Fii:~&~A--
A.M ____ Ff_,~~ 5~ to 
SEP 2 6 2013 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
O!PUtv 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF 
COUNSEL 
TO THE ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, Attorney for the Plaintiff, State of 
Idaho: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Philip Gordon of Gordon Law Offices, Chartered, has 
substituted as counsel for Joshua M. Nall in the place and stead of Steven A. Botimer, Ada 
County Public Defender, and hereby appears as attorney ofrecord on behalf of said defendant. 
Dated: September 261h, 2013. 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL • Page 1 
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:;ep. 26. 2013 3:40~'M .,Jon L 3.W Offices e No. 1619 P. 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on September 261\ 2013, I caused to be served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Ste 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - Page 2 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY ~ty 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
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Case Number 'fE-J3-q~3 
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Defendant: ~ Present D Not Present W In Custody______ D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter--------------
D Bond $ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied/ Granted ____________ _ 
\ ecc 00o 
D AmendJd Co~plaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
~ 5-ff!te I Defense /-Mtrtaal Request for Continuance iJ0 JoJ: Lt<;., ()µt,i;.o- Mul.t:, k re~ L,i)l 1 
IJli State/ Defeo•• 91,jeetion / No Objection to Continuance . '\ 
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~~2-so o· 
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed 
D Case Bound Over to Judge------------ on _______ at ____ am/pm 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
DATED lo h fl}\~ 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court 
By:_~:.....:....~~~.-"'!"-===~~=::::........,----
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
• :---tt~o·."f'\ot01 .. n.-.~~~=-
ocr 1 a 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. -RICH, Clerk 
ByAMYLANG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County, State of 
Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted a Supplemental Discovery Disclosure. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _!J_ day of October, 2013. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CL RK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET 
Plaintiff, 
Case Number r;'£,;lDt3-9d<,2o 
Case Called I~ ~:i 9 6k:Cfi'. 
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lXl Ada D Special _~ ...... C_~_._1\l---'-"-'-'~::....::~:..:..,...· =-· ____ _ 
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Defendant: 'f/1Present D Not Present ~ In Custody D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter--------------
D Bond $ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied / Granted -------------
/, 0(X),0CO/ 
D Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
~ Sfflte / Defense/ Ml:fft:!81 Request for Continuance--------------------
~ State I e@ier,;iee ObjecHon I No Objection to Continuance------------------
~ Case continued to l2.<IU3 at 8:'3o (9'.pmfor_~~li ______ _ 
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed 
D Case Bound Over to Judge ____________ on _______ at ____ am/pm 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
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ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By HEIDI MANLEY 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, JOSHUA MICHAEL HALL, having been 
brRught . before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the f / day of 
-'~'-----' 2013, on a charge that the Defendant, on or between the 15th day of 
March and the 8th day of April, 2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the 
crimes of: I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 204; 
II. COMMISSION OF A FELONY CRIME WITH THE INTENT TO PROMOTE GANG 
ACTIVITY, LC. §18-8502, 8503; III. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, 
LC. §18-3316; and IV: SUPPLYING A FIREARM TO A CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, 
FELONY, LC. § 18-8505 as follows: 
COMMITMENT (NALL), Page 1 
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COUNT! 
On or between the 15th day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, within Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
together with Bryson Gamer Smith, Donald Koski, Justin Ackerland, Dale Anthony 
Warren, Travis Brecks, and/or other unnamed or unknown people did willfully and 
knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree to enter into a certain house, to-wit: 
a residence, the property of Wayne and/or Kathy Miller, located in the 5000 block of 
Pierce Park with the intent to commit the crime of Aggravated Assault, in violation of 
I.C. §18-1401, 18-901(a), 905(a). 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following 
overt acts, among others, were committed within Ada County and elsewhere. 
1. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL agreed to assist in a home invasion of a 
residence on Pierce Park. 
2. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL met with other(s) at an unknown location to 
coordinate and plan the home invasion. 
3. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL travelled 
with others in Koski' s Honda Accord to the Pierce Park residence. 
4. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL provided 
Bryson Garner Smith with a 9mm pistol that was to be used to 
assault the resident(s) of the Pierce Park residence. 
5. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL was 
present at the Pierce Park residence providing assistance as 
Bryson Gamer Smith, Donald Koski, and/or Travis Brecks forced 
entry into the Pierce Park residence. 
COMMITMENT (NALL), Page 2 
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COUNT II 
On or between the 15th day of March, 2012 and the 8th day of April, 2012, within 
Ada County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
and/or Dale Anthony Warren and/or Bryson Gamer Smith, and/or Donald Ira Koski 
and/or Travis Brecks and/or other unamed or unknown people did knowingly engage in 
the activity above alleged in Count I for the benefit of, or at the direction of, or in 
association with a criminal gang or criminal gang member with the specific intent to 
promote, facilitate, or assist the activities of a criminal gang. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did possess and/or have under his custody or 
control a firearm, to-wit: a 9mm pistol, knowing that he has been convicted of the 
following felony crimes: 
1. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, I.C. 
§ 18-3316, by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada 
County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001524, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
2. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
I.C. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction 
in Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001523, dated April 11, 
2008; and/or 
3. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
I.C. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction 
in Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001522, dated April 11, 
2008; and/or 
4. INTIMIDATION OF A WITNESS, FELONY, I.C. § 18-2604, by 
virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada County Case 
No. CR-FE-2000-0000610, dated September 20, 2000. 




That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did knowingly supply or give possession or 
control of a firearm to an individual known by the Defendant to be a criminal gang 
member, to-wit: Bryson Gamer Smith. 
The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offense charged as 
set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of$ _________ _ 
DATEDthis_l( dayof ~ ,2013. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/ MINUTE SHEET 
Case Number c£- f E-! 2;>-9 Q ;;:> 3 
Case Called Cnw1\!)V' 9 I l.CJO 
)f Ada D Special S. LO~ 
PD/ Attorney --~p_. __ (j~Q~({_c/_O~V)-__ _ 
Defendant: ~Present D Not Present )ZJ In Custody D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney 
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter _____________ _ 
D Bond $ D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied/ Granted ____________ _ 
1,cto,roD 
D Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived 
D State/ Defense I Mutual Request for Continuance--------------------
0 State I Defense Objection/ No Objection to Continuance------------------
0 Case continued to _________ at ____ am/pm for ___________ _ 
Efoefendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held ,.0'Commitment Signed 
..e('case Bound Over to Judge ~.~ on (-'8 ~ I l\ at~~ 
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only 
(j) f-R'!llU:>,t: h\-s ~ t{n.bw be, ~ ~ J., /), li)~ W' 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
~= lo1 "f. ___ _ 
DEC 1 2 2013 
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk 
By AMY LANG 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes 
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
is accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT 
BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 204; IL COMMISSION OF A FELONY CRIME 
WITH THE INTENT TO PROMOTE GANG ACTIVITY, LC. §18-8502, 8503; III. 
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, I.C. §18-3316; and IV: SUPPLYING 
INFORMATION (NALL), Page 1 
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A FIREARM TO A CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, FELONY, LC. § 18-8505, which crimes 
were committed as follows: 
COUNT! 
On or between the 15th day of March and the 8th day of April, 2012, within Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
together with Bryson Gamer Smith, Donald Koski, Justin Ackerland, Dale Anthony 
Warren, Travis Brecks, and/or other unnamed or unknown people did willfully and 
knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree to enter into a certain house, to-wit: 
a residence, the property of Wayne and/or Kathy Miller, located in the 5000 block of 
Pierce Park with the intent to commit the crime of Aggravated Assault, in violation of I.C. 
§18-1401, 18-90l(a), 905(a). 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following 
overt acts, among others, were committed within Ada County and elsewhere. 
1. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL agreed to assist in a home invasion of a 
residence on Pierce Park. 
2. On or between March 15, 2012 and April 8, 2012, JOSHUA 
MICHAEL NALL met with other(s) at an unknown location to 
coordinate and plan the home invasion. 
3. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL travelled 
with others in Koski' s Honda Accord to the Pierce Park residence. 
4. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL provided 
Bryson Gamer Smith with a 9mm pistol that was to be used to 
assault the resident( s) of the Pierce Park residence. 
5. On or about April 8, 2012, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL was 
present at the Pierce Park residence providing assistance as 
INFORMATION (NALL), Page 2 
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Bryson Gamer Smith, Donald Koski, and/or Travis Brecks forced 
entry into the Pierce Park residence. 
COUNT II 
On or between the 15th day of March, 2012 and the 8th day of April, 2012, within 
Ada County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL 
and/or Dale Anthony Warren and/or Bryson Gamer Smith, and/or Donald Ira Koski 
and/or Travis Brecks and/or other unamed or unknown people did knowingly engage in 
the activity above alleged in Count I for the benefit of, or at the direction of, or in 
association with a criminal gang or criminal gang member with the specific intent to 
promote, facilitate, or assist the activities of a criminal gang. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did possess and/or have under his custody or 
control a firearm, to-wit: a 9mm pistol, knowing that he has been convicted of the 
following felony crimes: 
1. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, FELONY, I.C. 
§ 18-3316, by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada 
County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001524, dated April 11, 2008; 
and/or 
2. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
I.C. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction 
in Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001523, dated April 11, 
2008; and/or 
3. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, 
I.C. §37-2732(c), by virtue of that certain judgment of conviction 
in Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0001522, dated April 11, 
2008; and/or 
INFORMATION (NALL), Page 3 
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4. INTIMIDATION OF A WITNESS, FELONY, I.C. § 18-2604, by 
virtue of that certain judgment of conviction in Ada County Case 
No. CR-FE-2000-0000610, dated September 20, 2000. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 
2012, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did knowingly supply or give possession or 
control of a firearm to an individual known by the Defendant to be a criminal gang 
member, to-wit: Bryson Gamer Smith. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Ada Count)) rosecuting Attorney 
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Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
User: PRABERLC 
Photo Taken: 2013-07-23 23 :17:37 
Thursday, August 29, 2013 
Name: NALL, JOSHUA MICHAEL 
Case#: CR-FE-2013-0009223 
LE Number: 138814 DOB SSN:
Weight: 200 Height: 508 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: W Eye Color: BRO Hair Color: BLK Facial Hair: 
Marks: ARM, RIGHT 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HONORABLE TIMOTHY HANSEN 





December 12, 2013 
Case No. CRFE13-9223 
MINUTE ENTRY 
Judge Hansen met with counsel, Phil Gordon for the 
defendant, and Jeff White for the State in chambers. Mr. 
Gordon informed the Court that he would be out of town at 
the time of the initial arraignment for Mr. Nall and would 
like the arraignment moved to a time certain that Mr. 
Gordon would be available. Mr. White had no objection to 
that, so the Court moved the arraignment,,ot,1~'1~4~/14 at 
9:00 a.m. Mr. Gordon is to prepare a~$tttj\tSiR~f~t effect 
and de 1 i ver a copy to his client Mr .$~4!·•••••• ••• "'~ '~ 
is.•·~ •.~";. 




• • FILED P.M. ___ _ 
Philip Gordon, ISBN 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED 
623 West Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
DEC 1 7 2013 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By HEIDI MANLEY 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Attorneys for Defendant 
RECEIVED 
DEC 1 3 2013 
Ada County Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 













CASE NO. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
ORDER ALLOWING SOCIAL 
WORKER KRISTIN RICHARDS 
PROFESSIONAL VISITS WITH 
DEFENDANT JOSHUA NALL 
DEPUTY 
The above-entitled matter having come on regularly for hearing on December 11, 2013, 
and the Court having reviewed the record in this matter, and good cause appearing therefore: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that Kristin Richards, LCSW, is 
permitted to enter the Ada County jail in order to conduct professional visits with the Defendant. 
DATED this .lftaay of December, 2013. 
By: 
ORDER RE: PERMISSION ALLOWING SOCI WORKER KRISTIN RICHARDS 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on Decemberc:z._, 2013, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below 
and addressed to the following: 
Philip Gordon 
Gordon Law Offices, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Ste 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
HAND DELIVERY 
__ U.S.MAIL 
__ OVERNIGHT MAIL 
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Hansen, Miren, 01/29/1f!losney • Courtroom507 
Time Speaker Note 
9:35:13 AM i \State v Joshua Nall - CRFE13-9223 
9:35:29 AM fstate Attorney tJeff White · 
9:35:33 AM {Defense Attorney f Phil Gordon 
9:35:38 AM fJudge Hansen [calls case, def. is present in custody with counsel 
: : 
9:36:45 AM fJudge Hansen [arraigns the def. on the Information 
9:39:17 AM !Defense Attorney fwould like 2 weeks 
9:39:27 AM !state Attorney f no objection 
9:39:30 AM !Judge Hansen fwm set over for EOP to 02/26/14 at 9:00 a.m. 
9:41:38 AM ! [END CASE 
! ! : : : : 
i I 
i 1 
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,. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Id. 83702 
(208) 287-7700 Telephone 
e 
,~, ~ = NO.- P.M-A.M. 
FEB \ 8 20\4 
ER O RICH, Cler\< 
cHRIST~P;!_RA wR1GHT 
y oEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










) ________________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 




COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho, 
and moves this Court for an Order rescinding, withdrawing, and/or invaliding the Order 
Allowing Social Worker Kristin Richards Professional Visits with Defendant Joshua Nall, signed 
by the Honorable Judge Cawthon on December 16, 2013. 
The parties in the above-captioned case appeared before Judge Cawthon on December 
11, 2013 for preliminary hearing. At that time, Defendant waived his right to a preliminary 
hearing and the case was bound over to the District Court. While at that hearing, Defendant 
requested that Judge Cawthon sign and order allowing Kristin Richards professional access to 
him at the Ada County Jail. Through counsel, Defendant represented that Ms. Richards was a 
"social worker" who had been working with Defendant for years, that she was of great 
MOTION TO RESCIND OR WITHDRAW ORDER ALLOWING PROFESSIONAL 
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professional assistance in helping him comprehend matters, and that an order from the Court 
specifically granting her such access would be critical in clearing administrative barriers/"red 
tape" at the jail that might otherwise delay the speedy resolution of this case. 
Following the signing of that order on December 16, 2013, Ms. Richards has had 
numerous visits with Defendant. Jail staff became concerned about those visits for a number of 
reasons, including (but not limited to) Ms. Richards not actually interacting with Defendant in 
any kind of "professional" manner. See Exhibit A. These visits instead appear designed to 
facilitate communication between Defendant and other members or associates of the Aryan 
Knights prison gang, to allow Ms. Richards to gather information about a book she wants to 
write, and to allow Ms. Richards to deliver property to Defendant while avoiding the normal 
security procedures that would apply to any property coming into the Ada County Jail. 
Based upon the jail's investigation, it is apparent that despite whatever "professional" 
qualifications Ms. Richards may or may not have, the purpose of her visits with Defendant and 
other inmates has nothing to do with the provision of any kind of "professional services" to 
Defendant. Jail staff have also indicated that both Defendant and Ms. Richards have been using 
the Court's Order of December 16, 2013 to insist upon face to face visitation in jail conference 
rooms that is well in excess of the type of visitation that any other jail visitor would receive, and 
further that they claim that any denial of or restriction upon Ms. Richards' visits would be in 
violation of this Court's Order. The State does not support this reading of the Order and has 
advised jail staff that they retain the right to place whatever reasonable restrictions they wish 
upon visitors based on jail policy. 
In any event, it has become clear that the Order of December 16, 2013 was entered by 
this Court based upon misrepresentations by Defendant as to the nature of his relationship with 
Ms. Richards, and the access privileges noted in the Order are being seriously abused to the 
likely detriment of jail security. As such, the Order of December 16, 2013 should be rescinded 
by this Court. 
The State respectfully requests an expedited hearing on this motion. 
MOTION TO RESCIND OR WITHDRAW ORDER ALLOWING PROFESSIONAL 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _th day of February, 2014. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \ { day of February, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Motion to Rescind or Withdraw Order Allowing Professional Visits was served to: 
Philip Gordon, Gordon Law Offices Chartered, 623 W. Hays, Boise, ID 83702 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
·~ By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
MOTION TO RESCIND OR WITHDRAW ORDER ALLOWING PROFESSIONAL 
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Incident No 201401243 Severity Level Information ~ Record Locked 
Incident Date 2/16/2014 Incident Time 02:46AM Lock Date 
LE#/ ID# Name 
Incident notes of: 5266 HUDSON 
On 2/16/14 I was assigned to work in the Ada County Jail under the supervision 
of Sergeant Grunewald. During the night I was scanning through the Telmate 
system looking for rule violations. I found some messages sent between inmate 
Nall, Joshua (LE# 138814) and Richards, Kristin. These notes were personal in 
nature, meaning they were as if between family or friends. I checked Nail's 
recent log history and found a hot sheet from 2/12/14 regarding Nall and his 
social worker, Kristin Richards, and their conference room visits. I also saw 
a recent grievance, key #4761, regarding visits from Richards. 
Nall has had a lot of video visits, phone calls, and messages sent back and 
forth with Ms. Richards. I reviewed several calls and visits and I found Nall 
asked Richards to do favors for him. Throughout all of the visits Nall often 
asks Richards to call someone, or text someone for him about something 
specific. Nall also asks Richards to do legal work for him regarding his case. 
During a video visit on 1/25/14 Richards makes the comment, there is "no 
difference between guards and prisoners, just the badge." After this comment 
Nall asks about a book Richards is writing. They talk about collecting stories 
and needing to weed out the liars. This prompted me to search on the internet. 
I found a Linkedln profile for Richards. In Richards profile it lists she is 
the author of a book in production titled, "Corrupt Corrections for Cash." 
Richards has had video visits with a few other inmates. On 1/26/14 Richards 
has a visit with inmate Mahler, Jeramie (LE# 649031). During this visit Mahler 
asks Richards to relay some messages via Facebook. At 7 minutes 45 seconds 
into the visit Richards states, "Well that's what happens, a lot of these 
confidential informants are these silly simple minded girls." This visit 
seemed to be conducted in a personal manner and not as a professional social 
worker. 
On another visit Richards has with inmate Nall on 2/2/14 Nall references 
inmate Brent Nye and asks Richards to visit with him. Throughout this visit 
Nall makes requests of Richards. Nall asks Richards to add some music to his 
Facebook, asks her to relay a message to Jazzy about getting some pictures, 
and relay a message to Kathy about another person. At 11 minutes 40 seconds 
into this visit Nall asks Richards to talk to Sheila and find out "who told on 
Buck." Nall also tells Richards to tell Sheila he read the paperwork on Gibby. 
Later in the visit at about 28 minutes, Richards asks Nall a few questions. 
Richards: Is that going to cause problem if you know who did that to Buck? 
Nall: Doin' what? 
Richards: Well, whoever told on buck, is that. .. why do you need to know that? 
Nall: I just need to know. 
I listened to a few phone calls between Richards and Nall. They were all of a 
personal nature. During one in particular on 2/15/14 at 1832 hours they begin 
talking about some glasses for Nall. At 3 minutes 20 seconds into the call 
Richards tells Nall, "Talk to deputies, see if they will let us meet." Nall 
responds they would not even ifhe asked. Richards then asks Nall when the 
nicest guards work and tells Nall to ask them. In their conversation back and 
forth Richards tells Nall she would just bring the glasses into the conference 
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room to avoid the headache of sending them through medical or property. 
At 6 minutes and 19 seconds into this call Richards and Nall begin laughing 
and joking about a Jetter Nall sent to Richards. Nall asks if it had been 
opened by deputies. Richards laughing replied it had not. Nall was 
disappointed because the letter was full of"confetti" that was supposed to 
fall on deputies. At 7 minutes into this call Nall asks Richards to send an 
email to Gerbil and Brent. Towards the end of this call they talk about 
Stransky and his sentence and court process. 
I reviewed many of the messages Richards and Nall sent back and forth via the 
Telmate system. Below is just a small part of the messages sent back and 
forth. 
11/29/13 - from Richards - I will text your friends now 
12/1/13 - from Nall - hey can u do me a favor i sent a letter explainin what 
im tryin to do i need ur p,o box can u send it also statstics on oakland 
raiders go to nfl.com also pie of a lighthouse by sea and thanx buddy;) 
12/5/13 - from Richards - I will try to get more pictures 
12/8/13 - from Nall - talk to mom this shit happening is just crooked 
12/11/13 - from Richards - Your pretty friend called to give me her new phone 
number she is excited to talk to you. I can give it to you next time you call 
so have your pencil and paper ready. She doesn't want to go to school next 
semester so she is figuring out what she needs to do next to make things work 
with working etc. 
12/12/13 - from Richards - I called and left message with Phillip of course no 
answer. I also called your mom and left her a message about your court. I know 
she'll call back. I left DK a message as well. I have a minute I'll read 
through all your stuff.The Jazzman talked with a gay witness he can't help 
doesn't have info 
1/9/14 - from Nall - kris i still need u to send copy ofsurpressions to 
jeremy courtade and tell jazz i love her face miss her im getting lonely goin 
mad well im getting nervous bout court well tell dk love her also glas 
I /13/14 - from Richards - Good news I went out and talked with Costco they 
told me how to take the measurement for your glasses. I talked to your mom and 
she said lets do it at the Boise Costco because they said they would do it 
with my measurements. I just have to use a sharpie and mark the bottom of your 
pupil. 
1/14/14 - from Vivian (Nail's mother) - Hi Hon, Talked with Kris and rec'd a 
message from Kate. Please tell Kate to have your prescription sent to the 
Boise Costco eye center on Cole. Kris will come in and mark your glasses for 
progressives or bifocals. They said they would work with her. Love you buddy. 
Have a great day. 
1/14/14 - from Nall - when u come bring a ruler lady well i told alvarez that 
not to ask u to help if he dont help us but other than that they refuse to 
give me pillow hate them hope u feelin better i talked to college;);) 
On 12/10/13 Richards also sent a message to Bowman, Steven (LE# 464646). 
"Thanks for being such a good friend to Josh. you have been a great help to 
him. You should be chalking up up some serious good karma. You are an amazing 
artist what a talent! If the Chinkster and I ever get this infernal book 
\\~<mruyl>\ DFSS Hi\ RE \l N STALLS \l nl lou~,;,·.Cry s1a1\Analys14\Shcr 
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written I'd like to use some of the pies. Thanks again." 
All of Richards communications seemed to be of a personal nature with Nall. 
With other inmates in seemed to be either personal or about the book she is 
producing. 
Since 12/9/13 Richards has had several visits scheduled in the Close Custody 
Unit (CCU) conference room. I have attached to this report in the media 
section a copy Nail's Visitor Log. This log shows several visits scheduled 
between Richards and Nall for the CCU conference room. I have also attached a 
digital copy of the phone call I referenced above from 2/15/14 as well as a 
list of all the phone calls completed by Richards since 1/10/14. 
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Incident No 201401243 Severity Level 
Incident Date 2/16/2014 Incident Time 
LE#/ ID# Name 
Incident notes of: 4241 GRUNEWALD 
Approved 
Entry: 2/17/2014 5:21 S04241 
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• 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
'~f"!LEO~i-
A.M. ____ ,P.M_....,t---
FEB 2 0 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SAR'\ WRIGHT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
_______________ ) 
TO: DEFENDANT and Philip Gordon, his Attorney of Record, you will please 
take notice that on the 26th day of February, 2014, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. of said day, or 
as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Jeff White will 
move this Honorable Court for Motion to Rescind or Withdraw Order Allowing Professional 
Visits in the above;.entitled action. 
DATED this -1n_day of February, 2014. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
#. Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF HEARING (NALL), Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t<J-flaay of February, 2014, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Notice of Hearing was served to Philip Gordon, in the manner noted 
below: 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
~By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at 
the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o Hand Delivery 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
NOTICE OF HEARING (NALL), Page 2 
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• Hansen, Miren, 02/26/14, Gosney • Courtroom503 
Time Speaker Note 
10:48:19 AM i :state v Joshua Nall - CRFE13-9223 
10:48:33 AM1State Attorney [Jeff White 
10:48:38 AM!Defense Attorney [Phillip Gordon 
~ ~ 
10:48:43 AM 1Judge Hansen [calls case, def. is present in custody with counsel 
10:49:50 AMlJudge Hansen !reviews file · 
10:50:31 AM!Judge Hansen [reviews GPA 
10:56:43 AM !Judge Hansen [def. will plead to Conspirarcy to commit and supplying a 
l !firearm to gang member - remainder dismissed - state will rec 
i \2+8=10; cc with eachother and any federal sentence 
10:57:29 AM t Defense Attorney f that is the agreement - no further terms . . 
10:57:38 AM f state Attorney lthat is the agreement - some clarifications - State will not file 
l !the Information Part II - puts on the record the. negotiation for 
l !the plea 
10:59:40 AM1Defense Attorney [one additional term - places that on the record 
! ~ 
11 :08:43 AM f Judge Hansen [discussions with counsel 
11: 10: 11 AM t Defendant lthat is the agreement - no further terms - does intend to plead 
i jgg 
11: 10:23 AM !Judge Hansen [ questions to Mr. Gordon 
.. ~.~- ;~~;;~ · ~~-l~i~::di:~s~n .............. -1:i~:::;nt~=~~~~:~ ~yk~::~~u=nd .. voluntary ._ ........................................ .. 
l l understanding of consequences and sufficient factual basis -
l !will order the PSI and set for sentencing to 06/02/14 at 3:00 
l lp.m. 
11:26:11 AMt tEND CASE 
i I 
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NO .. ---;:-;,;~~~----fD~3~ FILED A.M. - - P.M .. ___ _ 
GUil TY PLEA ADVISORY 
FEB 2 6 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MIREN OLSON 
Defendant's Name: ·J; 3/f t/ /r 
Date: 2- ( 26 /(f 
Pleading Guilty to: Charge(s): 
w~~ to a.",r k 
ffo() IO//& 11 p:;; e:M~ ((t ,,f}-
(l'J -~505) cl}~ er,6111 &r-rs. 
;ti /f ;L£ DEPUTY 
Case Number(s): _______ _ 
c~ Ee- - 2eJ13 -o(J czu_..3 
Minimum & Maximum Prison/Fine 
1'0 - $5()1,rJtJ tine 
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS BY PLEA OF GUILTY 
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
I. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you are 
accused of committing. If you have a trial, the state could not call you as a witness or ask you 
any questions. However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court. 
I unde~s\and that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent before and during 
trial. .._l\} . 
II. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty to the crime(s) in this 
case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have the right to refuse to answer any question or 
to provide any information that might tend to show you committed some other crime(s). You can 
also refuse to answer or provide any information that might tend to increase the punishment for 
the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty. 
- 1 - Hansen July 1, 2013 
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I understand that by pleading guilty to th~ crime(s) in this case, I still have the right to remain 
silent with respect to any other crime(s) and with respect to answering questions or providing 
information that may increase my sentence.~, ....... ~---
111. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney and cannot pay for 
one, you ca~ 1 ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid by the county. I 
understand O ~ . 
IV. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: 1) you plead guilty in front of the 
judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed innocent. 
't\~ 
V. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court hearing to determine 
whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. In a jury trial, you have 
the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own defense. The state must 
convince each and every one of the jurors of your guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and public jury trial. ~v . 
VI. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs during a jury trial where 
the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you, the jury, 
and your attorney. Your attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You could 
also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your guilt or innocence. If 
you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses to court, the state will pay the cost of 
bringing your witnesses to court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right tonfront the witnesses against me, 
and to present witnesses and evidence in my defense. . 
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question consult your attorney 
before answering.) 
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE 
1. Do you read and write the English language? 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to 
help you fill out this form? 
2. What is your age? _3_~--
- 2 -
~~ NO 
YES NO N/A 
Hansen July 1, 2013 
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3. What is your true and legal name? -~-· __ _.Jc;..__·  ....... [ _( ____________ _ 
4. What was the highest grade you completed in school? {Cu~ H £ r=t:: 
If you did not complete high school, have you received 
either a general education diploma or high school 
equivalency diploma? 
5. Are you currently under the care of a mental health 
professional? 
@ NO N/A 
(§1 NO 
6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health e, 
disorder? E NO 
If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made? ~\__-o_tt __ ~B~~...._~cf-§~lfr<~-,--
7. Are you currently prescribed any medication? (!ff NO 1'.'.) 
If so, have you taken your prescription medication 
during the past 24 hours? 
8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or 
drugs, or drank any alcoholic beverages which you 
believe affect your ability to make a reasoned and 
informed decision in this case? 
9. Is there any other reason that you would be unable to 
make a reasoned and informed decision in this case? 
10. Is your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? 
If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement? 
(If available, a written plea agreement should be 
~ 




attached hereto as "Addendum 'A'") 
fl.c?fJO 7cJ 2{J,z;f~ / i 4 - ~ ~ I Z5 
/Jz::5 It_/ -2-r' z:; Oeci/?sdT lr//d FYl2,wJ,&. 
11. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial ~/Y/t;?-j /ti I '7l( 
the one paragraph b~low which describes the type -~ CJ m~ 
of plea you are entering: I>/ "t.-
a. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. 
This means that if the district court does not impose the specific 
sentence as recommended by both parties, I ri~jllowed Jo 
withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury tr ::> 
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b. I understand that my plea agreement is a non-binding plea 
agreement. This means that the court is not bound by the agreement 
or any sentencing recommendations, and may impose any sentence 
authorized by law, including the maximum sentence stated above. 
Because the court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court 
chooses not to follow the agreement, I will not have the right to 
withdraw my guilty plea.CJ~ . 
12. As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading 
guilty to more than one crime? 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each 
&i NO 
crime could be ordered to be served either concurrently / / 
(at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)? ~ NO N/A 
13. Is this a conditional guilty plea in which you are ~ 
reserving your right to appeal any pre-trial issues? ~ /"-
If so, what issue are you reserving the right to appeal? 
14. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment 
of conviction and sentence as part of your plea 
agreement? NO 
15. Have any other promises been made to you which have r:::~ l 
influenced your decision to plead guilty? ~ NO 
If J}' what are those promises? 
f'l-~/J- /bftf'&rye;Jr 
16. Have you had sufficient time to discuss 
your case with your attorney? 
(/ 
17. Have you told your attorney everything you know about 
the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty? 
18. Is there anything you have requested your attorney 
to do that has not been done? 
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19. Your attorney can get various items from the 
prosecutor relating to your case. These may include 
police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, 
photographs, reports of scientific testing, etc. This is 
e 
called discovery. Have you reviewed the evidence ~y ... 
provided to your attorney in discovery? ~ 
20. Are there any witnesses whose testimony would show 
that you are innocent? @ 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you will waive 
any defenses, both factual and legal, that you believe ~ 
you may have in this case? ~ 
22. Are there any motions or other requests for relief that 
you believe should still be filed in this case? 
If so, what motions or requests? 
23. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional 
guilty plea in this case you will not be able to challenge 
any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case; 
2) any issues concerning the method or manner of your 
Arrest; and 3) any issues about any statements you may 
have made to law enforcement officers? 
24. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are 
admitting the truth of each and every allegation contained 
in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? 
25. Are you currently on probation or parole? 
If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case ~ 
could be the basis of a violation of that probation or parole? e, 
26. If you are not a citizen of the United States, the entry 
of a plea or making of factual admissions could have 
consequences of deportation or removal, inability to 








an application for United States citizenship. Do you 
understand? (Js NO 
27. Is the crime to which you will plead guilty one which 
will require you to register as a sex offender? 
(I.C. § 18-8304) 
- 5 -
~f) 




28. Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be 
required to pay restitution to the victims in this case? 
(I.C. § 19-5304) 
~ NO 
29. Have you agreed to pay restitution in another case as ' ~ ~O 
a condition of your plea agreement in this case? v 
If so, to whom? ---------------------
30. Do you understand that if the Court orders a presentence 
Investigation report you shall be ordered to pay an amount 
to be determined by the Department of Correction (v.;;J 
not to exceed $100? (I.C. § 19-2516) ~ 
31. Is there a mandatory driver's license suspension as a 
result of a guilty plea in this case? 
NO 
If so, for how long must your license be suspended? -------
32. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory 
domestic violence, substance abuse, or psychosexual 
evaluation is required? 
(I.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a),-8005(9),-8317) 
33. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be 
required to pay the costs of prosecution and 
investigation? (I.C. § 37-2732A(K)) 
34. Do you understand that by pleading guilty to a felony 
you will be required to comply with the Idaho DNA Database ya 
Testing Act and that failure to do so is a felony offense? LJ 
35. Are you pleading guilty to a crime of violence for which 
the court could impose a civil penalty of up to $5,000, 
payable to the victim of the crime? (I.C. § 19-5307) 
36. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your 
right to vote in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3) 




during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right ~~ 
to hold public office in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ~ NO 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right /'""" ) 
to perform jury service in Idaho? (ID. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ~ NO 
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39. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony 
you will lose your right to purchase, possess, or carry 
firearms? (I.C. § 18-310) 
40. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, 
can force you to plead guilty in this case? 
41. Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily? 
42. Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts 








43. If you were provided with an interpreter to help you fill out 
this form, have you had any trouble understanding your k'J.. ~ 
interpreter? ~ NO v 
44. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions 
in this form which you could not resolve by discussion with VE~ 
your attorney? O NO 
have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully, 
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and 
answer with my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily. Furthermore, no 
one has threa~en~e to do so 
Dated this ;2-6 day of , 2o_d_ . 
. \ f~ 
,,,~ 
ve discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions and answers 
- 7 - Hansen July 1, 2013 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
e 
.~~·.-._-_-_-_-_-_-_-:F_...ILE-:=::t::---'~t......1,-111-LI--/ 
MAY 2 7 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SARA WRIGHT 
l)ef'UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
STATE'S SENTENCING 
MEMORANDUM, RE: CREDIT FOR 
TIME SERVED 
COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho, 
and hereby provides the following sentencing memorandum in support of its position that the 
Defendant, Joshua Michael Nall, is not entitled to be granted any credit for time served at the time 
of his sentencing in the above-captioned case. 
RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
The original complaint in this case was filed on July 9, 2013. A warrant with a $250,0001 
bond was issued the same day. At the time the warrant in for this case issued, Defendant was housed 
at the Ada County Jail on a US Marshal hold related to an ongoing federal case. See Exhibit A. The 
federal hold was a "no bond" hold and Defendant was not eligible to be released. Id. The State 
1 The bond on the warrant was thereafter increased to $1 million by the Honorable Judge Daniel Steckel due to 
Defendant's unruly and disrespectful antics at his video arraignment on July 24, 2013. 
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applied for and received a Writ of Habeas Corpus Ad Prosequendum; upon service of the Writ the 
US Marshals Service converted their federal hold into a Detainer so that Ada County to take 
temporary custody of their prisoner for service of our warrant and court proceedings. Id. Defendant 
was sentenced on his federal case in late August of 2013, and he has remained in custody ever since 
on a "no bond" federal hold. Id. 
ARGUMENT 
LC. § 18-309 requires a sentencing Court to grant a Defendant credit for any time served in 
the matter prior to the entry of judgment. The grant of credit is limited to periods of incarceration 
"for the offense or an included offense for which the judgment was entered." 1 C. §18-309. Such a 
computation of credit does not include any prejudgment time in which a Defendant was already 
incarcerated because of other criminal activity. State v. Horn, 124 Idaho 849 (Ct. App. 1993). The 
granting of the correct amount of credit for time served is mandatory, not discretionary; the Court 
must grant the Defendant the exact amount of credit (if any) to which he is entitled, no more and no 
less. State v. Moore, 156 Idaho 17, 319 P.3d. 501, 505 (Ct. App 2014). 
In State v. Dorr, 120 Idaho 441 (Ct. App. 1991), the Defendant was arrested on October 2, 
1986 by federal agents on charges relating to counterfeiting. Id. at 442. On October 8, 1986, a State 
arrest warrant from Kootenai County was issued related to a series of bombings Dorr had 
committed in September of 1986. Id. Dorr remained in federal custody and was sentenced for the 
counterfeiting charges on May 1, 1987. Id. Thereafter, pursuant to the Interstate Agreement on 
Detainers, Dorr was delivered into the temporary custody of Kootenai County to answer for the 
State bombing charges. Id. 
Dorr was sentenced on the State charges on April 7, 1989. Id. at 443. At the time of his 
sentencing (and later on appeal), Dorr claimed to be entitled to credit for time served dating all the 
way back to his arrest on the federal counterfeiting charges (October 2, 1986); in the alternative, 
Dorr believed he would at least be entitled to credit for the time spent in the temporary custody of 
Kootenai County after his federal sentencing. Id. The District Court denied Dorr any credit for time 
served on his State case. Id. 
On appeal, the Idaho Court of Appeals quickly dispensed with any notion that Dorr was 
entitled to credit for time served back to October 2, 1986, as during that time he was incarcerated 
purely on a federal hold that was unrelated to the State bombing case. Id. at 444. The Court further 
reasoned that Dorr was also not entitled under 18-309 to any credit for the time he was in the 
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temporary custody of Kootenai County. The Court noted that Dorr continued at all time to be in the 
custody of the US Marshals and could not possibly have been released at any time during the State 
proceedings. Id. at 445 ("[D]uring the time Dorr and Hawley were placed in the temporary custody 
of Kootenai County, they clearly remained federal prisoners serving time imposed by federal courts 
on federal charges."). Because Dorr's liberty was already restrained due to his federal hold and 
subsequent conviction, the State charges were not the "cause" of his incarceration during the 
pendency of the State case. Id. He was therefore not entitled to any credit for the time he was 
temporarily in the custody of Kootenai County. 
The "causation" rule discussed in Dorr is well-established in Idaho law and has been 
applied by Idaho court to deny credit for unrelated time in numerous contexts, including: 
Time in which the Defendant was already incarcerated in a different county on other 
criminal matters and then served with a new warrant. See Horn; State v. Hale, 116 Idaho 
763 (Ct. App. 1989); State v. Vasquez, 142 Idaho 67 (Ct. App. 2005); 
Time in which the Defendant was incarcerated in the same county on a different case that 
was ultimately dismissed as a part of a plea agreement. See State v. Akin, 139 Idaho 160 (Ct. 
App. 2003). 
Time served by the Defendant on federal supervised release violations during the pendency 
of the charge. See State v. Wilhelm, 135 Idaho 111 (Ct. App. 2000). 
In the instant case, Defendant's situation is indistinguishable from numerous other 
Defendants who have requested (and been properly denied) credit for additional time served on 
unrelated matters. His incarceration in Idaho was not in any way "caused" by the Ada County 
warrant; he was already being held in federal custody on a hold that precluded any possibility of his 
release. Pursuant to the Writ of Habeas Corpus Ad Prosequendum, Defendant has been transferred 
into our temporary custody by the US Marshals Service to allow him to answer for the State 
charges; the US Marshals retain their hold on him and their hold continues to preclude any 
possibility of him being released from custody. Defendant is not entitled to credit for any time 
served on this case, as his pretrial incarceration in this matter was not "caused" by the charge for 
which he was convicted or an included offense on this case. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the State respectfully requests that the Court award Defendant 
zero (0) days of credit for time served on this case at the time of his sentencing. 




RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this n day of May, 2014. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada C unty Prosecuting Attorney 
x· JEFF WHITE 
eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -1J!1auy of May, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Sentencing Memorandum was served to: 
Philip Gordon, Gordon Law Offices Chartered, 623 W. Hays, Boise, ID 83702 
'!( By depositing copies of the some in the United States mail, postage prepaid, fir st class. 
o By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant 
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Jeffrey S. White 
From: Jan Laraway 
Sent: 
To: 
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 12:36 PM 
Jeffrey S. White 
Subject: Josh Nall 
Jfi ]~ff, 
.Mr. Na({ carne into tfie .Jlda. County jai{ on 03/25/2013 on a. 'Us :Jvt.a.rshaf":Jfo{cl 
On 07/23/2013 tfie .Jlda County ·warrant for :first 1Jegree '.Burg{a.ry under Case # CR.. :JE 2013-
0009223 was servea ana the defendant arraif7ned in Yiaeo court - under writ of habeas a.a 
yrosequend:um.from tfw 'US:M custody. 
'T'fi.e 'US:Jvt. J{Q£..1J was at that time changed-to a 1)etain.er to allow us to take temyorary 
custoc(_y for the service of our warrant arid court. 
On 08/22/ 13 tfie 'US:M cfianged tfi.eir :J-{o{d-to a Veta.in.er to allow .Jlda County to yrocee([ 
·with our case. 
Current status r~f{ects tfi.e 'USJvl 1Jetainer an.dthe Oyen .Jlaa County '.Burgfary Case . 
.Jlt no ti'm.e ·was :Jvt.r. Na{{ efigi6le efif:Jih{e to _post 6ond a:na Ge release<[ to himself. 
Jan 
Jan Laraway 
Sr. rr'/E,/(J) Coora 
Iaafi.o State Co-Coorainator-Soutfi. Centra[ 
Jai[ e1, Court Services <Bureau 
Cfa.ssifications e1, Pnsoner rr'ransport Vnit 




WWW. acfasfieriff org 
From: Jeffrey S. White 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 12: 19 PM 
To: Jan Laraway 
Subject: Josh Nall 
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-Hansen, Miren, 06/02/14, Gosney Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
4:29:16 PM 1 istate v Joshua Nall - CRFE13-9223 
4:39:24 PM f state Attorney f Jeff White 
: : 
................................................ 1 ................................................. 1 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
4:39:29 PM lDefense lPhil Gordon 
!Attorney ! 
4:39:35 PM fJudge Hansen fcalls case, def. is present in custody with counsel 
i i 
................................................ l ................................................. 1 .................................................................................................................................................................................................. -..................... . 
4:39:43 PM lJudge Hansen !reviews - CR will not be available after 5:15 - comments to 
! !counsel 
4:40:42 PM fDefense Jwould waive the Court Reporter 
lAttorney l .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
4:40:51 PM !State Attorney !would not be willing to waive the Court Reporter 
~ i 
................................................ , ................................................. f .. , ............... "'"'"""'·"·"""''''"'"'"'"'··"·"'''"'"'"""'"''''"''' ................................................................................................................................ . 
4:41 :04 PM jJudge Hansen iunless both sides are willing to waive the Court Reporter the Court 
l lwill not do that - would be willing to preserve the testimony of the 
l !witness ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
4:42:14 PM !Judge Hansen !notes the Court did review the PSI - also reviewed the copy of the 
! !federal PSI (will make that a part of the PSI) 
4:43:14 PM lDefense fdef. take issue with the rolled up pieces of paper to be a weapon -
jAttorney jalso take exception to some of the claims of his computer use 
i I 
i ! ................................................ , ................................................ ,t .... , ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
4:44:38 PM jJudge Hansen 1will note that for the record of the def. objections 
: : 
4:44:47 PM f Defense f no further additions corrections or objections · 
!Attorney l 
4:44:54 PM Jstate Attorney f no additions corrections or objections 
i i 
4:45:00 PM f state Attorney f no evidence or VIS 
i i 
4:45:36 PM tDefense tcalls first witness 
!Attorney ! 
4:45:41 PM Jother/Witness Jvivian Lee - is sworn and direct examined by Mr. Gordon 
4:56:06 PM f state Attorney !cross-examination of Ms. Lee 
i ~ 
5:00:42 PM !Defense f nothing further 
!Attorney l 
................................................ , ................................................. t ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
5:00:49 PM ,Defense ino further evidence 
!Attorney l .................................................................................................. t .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
5:01 :17 PM !State Attorney iargues sentencing 
! I 
................................................ i ................................................ J ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
5:11 :'51 PM 1Judge Hansen iWill need to set this matter over - will set the matter over to 06/03 
I lat 4:00 p.m . ................................................................................................. + ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
5:12:16 PM iEND CASE 
I 
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. • e Hansen, Miren, 06/03/14, Gosney (a.m:), Tiffany Fisher (p.m.) Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
4:03:13 PM ! )State v Joshua Nall - CRFE13-9223 
4:03:42 PM f state Attorney f Jeff White · 
: : 
... 4:03.:45 .. PM ·tDefense ......... tPhif°Gordon···················································································.-····························································································· 
!Attorney i 
4:03:49 PM {Judge Hansen f Calls case, def. is present in custody with counsel 
: : 
4:03:57 PM tJudge Hansen Ireviews file 
4:04:29 PM f Defense fargues sentencing 
iAttorney i ................................................ , ................................................. , ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
4:17:35 PM /Defendant \makes a statement to the Court 
4:32:06 PM fstate Attorney fno legal cause 
i : 
4:32:09 PM {Defense {no legal cause 
!Attorney I .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
4:32:12 PM !Judge Hansen !comments -will enter a JOC of 2+8=10; cc with eachother and 
! !any federal time the def. may be serving; if the def. does not get 
! !credit for time served in the federal case, then he would recieve 
! !CTS of 316 days; restitution joint and several 1531.50; no fine 
4:44:00 PM budge Hansen tappeal rights 
: : : : 
................................................ J ................................................. 1 ........................................................................................................... -......................................................................... -.............................. .. 
4:46: 15 PM j j END CASE 
I I 
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Greg H. Bower 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeffrey S. White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208)-287-7709 
e 
NO. , C\,; 
A.M. IO .Doi!~~~-·----
JUNO 5 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KARI MAXWELL 
~pun 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CRFE20130009223 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION 
AND JUDGMENT 
WHEREAS, on the ~_, day of t-- 2,,,., , a Judgment of 
Conviction was entered against the Defendant, ~~ichael Nall, and therefore pursuant 
to Idaho Code §19-5304 and based on evidence presented to this Court, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Defendant, Joshua Michael Nall, shall make 
restitution to the victim(s) and/or law enforcement agency(ies) in the following amounts: 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT 
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Post judgment interest on said restitution amount will accrue from the date of this 
Order and Judgment at the rate specified in Idaho Code §28-22-104. 
Restitution is to be paid joint and several with co-defendants: Donald I. Koski (Case 
No. CR-FE-2012-0005184); Bryson G. Smith (Case No. CR-FE-2012-0006232); Justin W. 
Ackerland (Case No. CR-FE-2012-0006235); and Dale A. Warren (Case No. CR-FE-2012-
0006237). 
FURTHER, pursuant to J.C. § 19-5305, this Order may be recorded as a judgment 
against the Defendant, Joshua Michael Nall, and the listed victim(s) may execute as 
provided by law for civil judgments. 
FURTHER, it is the responsibility of the Defendant to notify the Restitution 
Department (208-287-7700) if at any time a victim collects by means of the civil judgment. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATEDthis~dayof----..l,i,s...,,:~,___ ______ 20{.L. 
~ 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT 
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JUNO 5 201~ 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KARI MAXWELL 
Dl!Pl.l'T\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
















Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
AND COMMITMENT 
On the 3rd day of June, 2014, before the Honorable Timothy Hansen, District Judge, 
personally appeared Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, and Defendant with his attorney, Philip Gordon. 
This being the time fixed for pronouncing judgment in this matter; said Defendant was duly 
informed by the Court of the nature of the Information filed against him for the crimes of: 
COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 204; 
COUNT II. COMMISSION OF A FELONY CRIME WITH THE INTENT TO PROMOTE 
GANG ACTIVITY, I.C. §18-8502, 8503; COUNT III. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A 
FIREARM, FELONY, LC. §18-3316; and of COUNT IV. SUPPLYING A FIREARM TO A 
CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, FELONY, LC. §18-8505, committed on or between the 15th day 
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of March, 2012, and the 8th day of April, 2012; of his arraignment on the 29th day of January, 
2014, at which time Defendant appeared in person and with counsel and was advised of the 
charge(s) and the possible penalties and was further advised of the applicable constitutional and 
statutory rights. Thereafter, on the 26th day of February, 2014, Defendant entered pleas of guilty 
to: COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, I.C. §18-1401, 1701, 
204, and COUNT IV. SUPPL YING A FIREARM TO A CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, 
FELONY, LC. §18-8505; which pleas were accepted following examination of Defendant under 
oath and waiver of all applicable rights. Counts II. and III. were dismissed pursuant to plea 
negotiations. Sentencing was continued for preparation of a presentence report, which was 
completed and reviewed by the Court and counsel. 
The Court asked whether Defendant had witnesses or evidence to present in a hearing in 
mitigation of punishment; heard statements from counsel; and gave Defendant an opportunity to 
make a statement. 
Defendant was then asked if he had any legal cause to show why judgment should not be 
pronounced against him to which he replied that he had none. And no sufficient cause being 
shown or appearing to the Court why judgment should not be rendered; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Defendant is guilty of 
the crimes of: COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. 
§18-1401, 1701, 204, and COUNT IV. SUPPLYING A FIREARM TO A CRIMINAL GANG 
MEMBER, FELONY, LC. § 18-8505, and that he be sentenced on each count to the custody of 
the State Board of Correction of the State of Idaho for an aggregate term of ten (10) years, to be 
served as follows: a minimum period of confinement of two (2) years, followed by a subsequent 
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indeterminate period of custody not to exceed eight (8) years; with the counts to run concurrently 
and concurrently with any Federal time Defendant may be serving. If Defendant does not receive 
credit for time served in Federal custody, then Defendant shall receive credit for three hundred 
sixteen (316) days served in prejudgment incarceration as provided by § 18-309, Idaho Code. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that pursuant to Idaho Code, Defendant be, and hereby is, 
assessed and Ordered to pay the following fines, fees and costs as to each count: 
1. Court costs in the amount of $17.50 (LC. § 31-3201A(b), LC. §31-4602). 
2. County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount of$10.00 (LC.§ 31-4502). 
3. !STARS technology fee in the amount of$10.00 (LC.§ 31-3201(5)). 
4. Emergency Surcharge Fee in the amount of $100.00 on each felony count 
(LC. § 31-3201H). 
5. Victim's Compensation Fund Fees in the amount of $75.00 on each felony count 
(J.C. § 72-1025). 
6. P.O.S.T. fees in the amount of$15.00 (LC.§ 31-3201B). 
7. Peace Officer and Detention Officer Temporary Disability Fund $3.00 
(LC. § 72-1105). 
8. Victims Notification Fee (VINE) in the amount of $10.00 
(J.C.§ 31-3204). 
9. Restitution shall be joint and several with the co-defendants, Donald L Koski, 
Bryson G. Smith, Justin W. Ackerland, and Dale A. Warren, in the amount of 
$1,531.50 (LC. § 19-5302). 
10. Defendant shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of 
Correction, not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00), for the cost of 
conducting the pre-sentence investigation and preparing the pre-sentence 
investigation report. The amount will be determined by the Department and paid 
by Defendant in accordance with the provisions of LC. § 19-2516. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall fully comply with the DNA Database Act. 
Defendant was then remanded to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County, to be delivered 
FORTHWITH by him into the custody of the Director of the State Board of Correction of the State of 
Idaho. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of Defendant. 
DATED this 3rd day of June, 2014. 
TIMOTHY HANSEN 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I do hereby certify that on the ~ day of-.=,,~--=---' 2014, I caused to 
be emailed/ mailed one copy of the within instrument in thi 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTNG ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
VIA EMAIL 
PHILIP GORDON 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION TEAM/DEPT. OF PROBATION & PAROLE 
VIA EMAIL 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
VIA EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA EMAIL 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - Page 5 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
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. r~il'·:, 0 .. ·., .... _~~ {! :. Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
User: PRABERLC 
Photo Taken: 2013-07-23 23:17:37 
Thursday, August 29, 2013 
Name: NALL, JOSHUA MICHAEL 
Case#: CR-FE-2013-0009223 
·~ "~~-'ii::\'.'" ·'-' ' ... u:-~"".il 
LE Number: 138814 DOB: SSN
Weight: 200 Height: 508 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: W Eye Color: BRO Hair Color: BLK Facial Hair: 
Marks: ARM, RIGHT 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 
.RE\INST ALLS\lnHouse\Crystal\Analyst4\Sherift\SHF MugshotProsecutor.q: 
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Jul. 22. 2014 1 :44PM _Gen Law Off ices 
Philip Gordon, ISB #1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345 .. ooso 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• No. 3282 P. 2/3 
NO. a / 
A.M. ____ F_ILP.~. ( Jj 7 
JUL 2 2 2014 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By SHERRI BOUCHER 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTII JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO. CR FE 2013-0009223 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF 
ATTORNEY 
PHILIP GORDON, attorney of record for the Defendant herein, hereby notifies the court 
and counsel that he does hereby withdraw as attorney of record for the Plaintiff, Joshua Michael 
Nall, for the reason that the judgment is final, no proceedings are pending, and time for appeal 
has expired. _ 0 
Dated: JulyZ.l:.~014. 
., .... 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAW AL AS AT , 
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J u l. 22. 2 0 14 1 : 4 5 PM _ G .• n L a w Of f i c e s • No. 3282 P. 3/3 
CER~TE OF SERVICE 
l hereby certify that on July~ , 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document in the above .. captioned matter by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Ada County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
JefIWhite 
200 W. Front Street, Ste 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Josh Nall 
C/0 Jenny Nall 
3328 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Apt. 301 






_X_ U.S. MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
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.,.~,,:.-if:)i_c· ~ .J:,--~--if~;-{ o. Fi~C~ii, Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISflUCTiQEini'N oLSOt,i 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 















ORDER RE: APPOINTMENT 
OF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
_,1·,,-
On August 19, 2014, this Court received an Application for Public Defender from 
Defendant Joshua Michael Nall. On June 5, 2014, this Court entered its Judgment of 
Conviction and Commitment sentencing Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State 
Board of Correction to concurrent terms of ten years with the first two years fixed for the 
felony offenses of Conspiracy to Commit Burglary and Supplying a Firearm to a Criminal 
Gang Member. On July 22, 2014, Defendant's counsel filed his Notice of Withdrawal of 
Attorney noting that ''the judgment is final, no proceedings are pending, and time for 
appeal has expired." On July 28, 2014, this Court received a letter from Defendant for the 
Ada County Public Defender Attn: Alan Trimming, copies of which were provided to 
counsel. The Court took no further action at that time since Defendant had not filed 
anything with the Court, however, with the receipt of the aforementioned Application for 
Public Defender on August 19, 2014, it appears that Defendant is seeking the 
appointment of counsel to help with an appeal and a motion for credit for time served. As 
noted above, the time for filing an appeal had already run when Defendant's counsel filed 
000097
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his Notice of Withdrawal of Attorney, six days before the Court received Defendant's 
letter. However, the Court will treat Defendant's letter as a request for credit for time 
served which is still timely pursuant to LC. 18-309 and LC.R. 35(a). Therefore, the Court 
will address Defendant's application for counsel to represent him on his request for credit 
for time served. 
An indigent defendant is entitled to be represented by an attorney at state expense 
at all stages of a criminal proceeding up to and including post-conviction and post-
commitment matters. See LC. 19-852(2)(a) and (c). Having reviewed Defendant's 
Application for Public Defender, the Court finds Defendant is an indigent person as 
defined by I.C. 19-851(4). 
Therefore, the Office of the Ada County Public Defender is hereby appointed to 
represent Defendant in pursuing his request for credit for time served. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 




GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Id. 83 702 
(208) 287-7700 Telephone 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










) ________________ ) 
Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
MOTION TO CLARIFY CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho, 
and moves this Court for an Order clarifying the amount of credit for time served to which 
Defendant is entitled. More specifically, the State requests that this Court issue an Amended 
Judgment of Conviction that more clearly states that Defendant is entitled to zero (0) days of 
credit for time served against the fixed portion of his sentence. 
The State in this case filed a sentencing memorandum on May 27, 2014, which set forth 
its argument for why Defendant was not entitled to any credit against the sentence pronounced 
by the Court in this case. Those arguments will not be repeated here. At the time of sentencing in 
this matter (June 3, 2014), the issue was before the Court and argued by both sides. Counsel for 
both the State and Defendant agreed, and ultimately the Court did as well, that so long as 
Defendant had been receiving credit against his federal sentence for the entire pendency of this 
rMOTION TO CLARIFY CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED (NALL), Page 1 
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State case, he would not be entitled to any credit against the State sentence as a matter of law. In 
its Judgment of Conviction and Commitment, this Court detailed that conclusion with the 
following language: 
"If Defendant does not receive credit for time served in Federal custody, then Defendant 
shall receive credit for three hundred sixteen (316) days served in prejudgment incarceration as 
provided by§ 18-309, Idaho Code." See Judgment of Conviction and Commitment at 3." 
In response to an inquiry from the State, an official from the Bureau of Prisons notified 
the State on July 22, 2014, that Defendant had indeed been receiving credit toward his federal 
sentence for the entire duration of this case. See Exhibit A ( copy previously provided to the 
Court and counsel for Defendant). Per the Court's Judgment, Defendant therefore should not 
have been given credit for the 316 days. 
The State subsequently contacted IDOC to inquire about Defendant's sentence. The State 
was advised that IDOC actually had given Defendant credit for the 316 days mentioned in the 
Judgment, as IDOC was unaware of whether or not Defendant had been given federal credit See 
generally Exhibit B (indicating parole eligibility and sentence satisfaction dates that are only 
possible if Defendant received 316 days of credit). IDOC has requested clarification from the 
Court on this issue to properly calculate Defendant's sentence. 
The State therefore respectfully requests that this Court issue an Amended Judgment of 
Conviction and Commitment in which the sentence quoted above is stricken, and in its place the 
Judgment simply states that Defendant is awarded zero (0) days of credit. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this I day of November, 2014. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO CLARIFY CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED (NALL), Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. /ti 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing Motion to Clarify Credit for Time Served was served to: 
Anthony Geddes, Ada County Public Defender 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
'Y, By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
Legal Assistant J 
MOTION TO CLARIFY CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED (NALL), Page 3 
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Craig Pickles <cpickles@bop.gov> 
Tuesday, July 22, 2014 10:38 AM 
Jeffrey S. White 
NALL, Joshua #14845-023 
JlPSCDO (20).pdf 
The 30 month federal sentence for inmate NALL #14845-023, started 08/22/2013, the date it was imposed and he 
received jail credit toward this sentence from 01/01/2013 thru 08/212013. His current projected release date is 
03/08/2015. 
Hope this information is helpful. 
Craig 
Craig Pickles 
Section Chief (Section I) 
Designation and Sentence Computation Center 
346 Marine Forces Drive 
Grand Prairie, Texas 75051 
(972) 352-4423 
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11/2/2014 e IDOC Offender Search Details I Idaho Department . rection 
Can we help you find something? Looking for an Offender? 
Search our site or 
Horne • Prisons • New Search • Back to Searct, Results , Offr,ncler Detail 
IDOC Offender Search Details 
JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL #61828 
Mailing Address: Contact Idaho Department of Correction Records 





IDOC Sentence Information DC/ta current as of: 4: 11am Sunday November 2nd 2014 
The sentence information !;hown is for a(t1vfc' sentences under the jurisdiction, custody and/or supervision of the Idaho Department of Correction only. 
Offense 
SUPPL YING FIREARMS TO A CRIMINAL GANG 
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY 
POSSESSION OF r, CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
POS~ESSIO l OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 













Sentence S-atisfaction Date 
07 '22 2023 




Parole Eligibility Date: 07 L3 • ,1 '' 
Next Parole Hearing Date: 0312015 
/'he ld,1ho Department of Correction updates this database regularly to ensure 1t is complete and acwrace; 
lloweve,, offender ,Jato can change quickly Therefore, t/lis site may nor reflect tile most current content, 
localiw, status, scheduled termination date or other 1nformarion re<Jc1rding an offender, 
TI1is offender ~earch service is designed to provid<'-' basic information about an offender. If you n<'.'lo'cl additional basic offonder record information, 
contact. inquire@idoc.idaho.gov . 
Send formal requests for copies of records to: 
Records Bureau 
Idaho Department of Correction 
1299 N Orchard Street. Suite 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
http://www .idoc.idaho.gov/contenVpri sons/offender_ search/detai 1/61828 
For more information: 
» Idaho Commission of Pardons & Parole 
» !DOC Visiting Information 
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8:39:57 AM rPublic Defender fpreference would. be to set a status conference at the 
! !end of March 
8:40:09 AM 1Judge Hansen fcomments -will set a further status conference to 
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8:35:14 AM !Public /Tony Geddes · 
!Defender l 
8:35:16 AM TJudge fcalls case, def. is not present- in federal custody-·should . 
! Hansen I be transported to the ACJ soon 
..................... _ ................ _ .... ;.,,------· ....... - .............. J. .......... - ... - ................................................................ - ............ _. __ ·-·---.................................................. - .. __ • __ 
8:35:52 AM !Public !de[ is in Utah- en Route to Idaho 
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8:36:28 AM !Judge !will set this over for 04/01/15 at 8:30 a.m. 
!Hansen ! ............................. - ........ - .... + ......... _._ ....................... + .................................................................... - ............................................... --..................................... -......... - .................. . 
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Hansen, Miren, 04/01/15.tarr • Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
8:57:14 AM ! !State v Joshua Nall - CRFE13-9223 
8:57:24 AM Jstate Attorney [Jeff White 
8:57:28 AM tPublic Defender irony Geddes 
8:57:32 AM JJudge Hansen [Calls case, def. is present in custody with counsel 
8:57:42 AM tJudge Hansen !reviews file 
8:57:49 AM lPublic Defender !comments to the Court 
................................................ .j. ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
8:59:14 AM !State Attorney icomments to the Court · 
9:00:32 AM 1Judge Hansen twould agree that a rule 35 motion to correct an illegal 
!sentence would be appropriate - will give Mr. Geddes 30 
!days to get that filed - will give Mr. Geddes to April 30 at 
j5 and Mr. White until May 14 at 5 and final reply to April 
!21 at 5 and then will set the hearing to 06/01/15 at 3:00 
!p.m. 
9:04:14 AM 1 [END CASE .... . .. 
I I 
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A.M ____ F1..r~. lj: / g e 
APR O 3 2015 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL Dimtlle!'C>el!IER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MIREN OLSON 
TBB STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBB COUNTY OF ADA 





Case No. CRFE13-9223 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
DEPUTY 
Pursuant to discussion with counsel for the parties on 
April 1, 2015, it is hereby ordered: 
1. Defendant has until April 30, 2015 at 5:00 p.m. to 
file any motions. 
2. State has until May 14, 2015 at 5:00 p.m. to file 
any reply. 
3. Defendant has until May 21, 2015 at 5:00 p.m. to 
file an final reply. 
The matter is scheduled for hearing before Honorable 
Timothy Hansen on June 1, 2015 at 3:00 p.m. 






CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this J day of April, 
2015, I mailed(served) a true and correct copy of the 
within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
ATTENTION: JEFF WHITE 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 




ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorney for Defendant 
Mark Coonts 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
• 
~~-----f'-'~~-. 21, s -
APR 3 0 2015 
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk 
ly SARA WP11GHT 
O!!f-'UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 





Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF SENTENCE 
COMES NOW the defendant, JOSHUA NALL, by and through his attorney, 
Mark Coonts, Ada County Public Defender's Office, and moves this Court, pursuant to 
Idaho Criminal Rule 35, for its reconsideration of sentence upon the grounds and for the 
reason that the defendant requests leniency. 
DATED this-X2._ day of April 2015. 





CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of April 2015, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to Jeffrey White, Ada County Prosecutor's Office, by placing the same 
in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF SENTENCE 2 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Mark P. Coonts, ISB# 7689 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
._-,---__ L) __ l~---
A.M.-~~ t2IJ 
APR 3 0 2015 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Ci.rk 
ay SARA WPitGHT 
O!!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 






Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of 316 days of credit for time served in this case. 
Defendant Nall meets the statutory criteria articulated in the recent holding of State v. Owens, 
343 P.3d 30, 36 (2015) to justify an award of the credit for time served while in state custody. If 
the Court determines that the recent holding of Owens does not apply to this case, Defendant 
Nall is still entitled to an award of credit because he was in Idaho during the time he was 
awaiting disposition of this case, and he only requests time for that period of incarceration. 
Under both the new holding of Owens and existing Idaho case law, Defendant Nall is entitled to 
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION 1 
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credit for 316 days that he was in custody from the day he was served with the complaint in this 
case, July 9, 2013, until the day he was sentenced, June 3, 2014. 
II. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
In this case, the State served Defendant Nall with the complaint on July 9, 2013. At the 
time, Defendant was in custody awaiting sentencing on federal charges in Idaho. Defendant Nall 
was sentenced on his Federal charges in August in 2013. Subsequently, Defendant Nall was 
sentenced in the present case on June 3, 2014. While the current case was pending, Defendant 
Nall was in Federal, but he was being incarcerated in the Ada County Jail while both his Federal 
and State charges were pending. Defendant Nall was not transferred out of Idaho until he was 
sentenced on both his State and Federal charges. 
The sentencing papers for the present case indicate that Defendant Nall was originally 
given credit for his 316 days of credit while this case was pending. The State filed its motion to 
clarify the sentencing provision on November 3, 2014, and it sought to correct the original 
judgment by disallowing the credit previously awarded. The Court then requested additional 
briefing regarding Defendant Nail's award of credit for time served in this case. 
ISSUE PRESENTED 
A) Is Defendant Nall entitled to credit for the 316 days of credit served in the present 
case for his Idaho charges? 
IV. 
ARGUMENT 
Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of 316 days of credit for time served pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 18-309. Under the new legal framework in Owens, Defendant Nall meets the 
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION 2 
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statutory requirements to justify and award of credit for time served. If this court determines that 
Owens is inapplicable to this case, Defendant Nall is still entitled to credit under existing Idaho 
case law. 
Idaho Code § 18-309 governs when it is appropriate to award credit for time served in a 
criminal case. It states: 
In computing the terms of imprisonment, the person against whom the 
judgment was entered, shall receive credit in the judgment for any period of the 
incarceration prior to the entry of judgment, if such incarceration was for the 
offense or an included offense for which the judgment was entered. 
LC. § 18-309. A sentencing court is required to give credit to a defendant for time served prior 
to entry of judgment, if the time served was for the offense or an included offense for which the 
judgment was entered. Law v. Rasmussen, 104 Idaho 455,457,660 P.2d 67, 69 (1983). 
A) Defendant Nall meets the statutory requirements articulated in Owens to 
have the credit for time served applied in this case. 
If Owens holding is applied to this case, then Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of 
319 days of credit for time served pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-309. The Owens case overruled 
the existing Idaho case law case regarding awarding credit for time served, State v. Hoch, l 02 
Idaho 351, 630 P.2d 143 (1981), and simultaneously bringing the logic behind many other Idaho 
cases regarding awarding credit for time served into question. The Idaho Supreme Court stated 
that the statue's meaning is plain and unambiguous: if a person is in custody for an offence, then 
he or she is entitled to credit for that offense. Owens, 343 P.3d 30, 32 (2015). The Court 
overruled a longstanding controlling authority, Hoch, because it incorrectly interpreted the 
legislative intent behind Idaho Code § 18-309. Id., at 34. The Court ultimately concluded that 
prior decisions overlooking the statute's plain meaning was manifestly wrong, and the time 
accrued in custody must be applied to all different counts in the case. Id. 
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 MOTION 3 
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In this case, Defendant Nall meets the statutory requirements articulated in Owens that 
entitles him to an award of credit in this case. First, when he was served with the complaint in 
this case on July 9, 2013, he was in custody in the State of Idaho. The moment he was served 
with the complaint, he was in custody for the charges in the present case. Even though he was 
awaiting Federal sentencing, he was still incarcerated in the State of Idaho prior to the sentencing 
in this case. At no time prior to being sentenced in this case did Defendant Nall leave Idaho and 
was held in the Ada County Jail. 
Applying the holding from Owens is not a retroactive application of the new legal rule. 
Despite Owens being decided in February of 2015, its holding still applies to the present case. 
First, the Owens court stated that the new rule would apply to all cases that were not final. 
Second, it stated that the new rule would not be retroactively applied for "collateral review" but 
that it would apply "prospectively and to any case on direct review." Owens, 343 P.3d 30, 36 
(2015). 
As evidenced by this Court's request for briefing, the issue of Defendant Nall's award of 
credit for time served is not yet final. The matter is still being decided as to whether or not 
Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of credit. Second, the retroactivity of the new holding 
only applied to any case on collateral appeal. A collateral appeal for instance would be an action 
for post-conviction relief, or initiating a new case in order to challenge a prior matter. This is not 
that type of motion. 
The present motion is not a collateral appeal, the only category of challenge that the 
Owens court limited the retroactive application of the new rule. This case is even still able to be 
challenged on direct appeal as well. Instead, it is the type of action that the Owens court 
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specifically stated should apply the new rule, "prospectively and on direct appeal." Owens, 343 
P.3d at 36. 
As a result of the Court's own discussion of applicability of the new rule articulated in 
Owens, the new standard should be used in determining Defendant Nall's award of credit for 
time served. Therefore, in light of the shift in jurisprudence, Defendant Nall is entitled to credit 
for 316 days that he was in custody from the day he was served with the complaint in this case, 
July 9, 2013, until the day he was sentenced, June 3, 2014. 
B) Defendant Nall is entitled to credit under existing Idaho case law. 
Under existing Idaho cases law, Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of the credit for 
time served, as he served the time in Idaho while this case was pending. While State v. Dorr 
may seem to be on point, its holding is not applicable in this case for two reasons. First, it was 
decided prior to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in State v. Owens. As discussed above, the 
ruling in Owens shifts the underlying line of cases that Dorr was decided upon. Second, the 
Idaho cases utilized on Dorr, State v. Moliga, 113 Idaho 672, 747 P.2d 81 (Ct. App. 1987) and 
State v. Teal, 105 Idaho 501, 504, 670 P.2d 908, 911 (Ct. App. 1983) support the award of credit 
for time served in this case. 
In State v. Moliga, 113 Idaho 672, 747 P.2d 81 (Ct. App. 1987). Moliga was in custody 
in Washington State serving a Washington prison sentence. Moliga, 113 Idaho at 676, 747 P.2d 
at 85. Idaho brought him back from Washington to answer to grand theft charges in Idaho. He 
pled guilty and was sentenced in Idaho. According to the Court, Moliga was entitled to an award 
of the credit for the time he served in Idaho and despite serving time on his Washington 
sentence. Id. The Court did not give Moliga credit for the time that he served in Washington, 
prior to being transported to Idaho for his Idaho case. The Court was clear that Moliga was only 
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entitled to an award of time he was in custody in Idaho. Moliga, 113 Idaho at 673, 747 P.2d at 
82. 
In Teal, the defendant requested credit for the time that he absconded from Idaho custody 
and was incarcerated in California before being transferred back to Idaho to answer for his Idaho 
charges. State v. Teal, 105 Idaho 501, 504, 670 P.2d 908, 911 (Ct. App. 1983). The Court only 
allowed credit to be applied for the time that the defendant was in custody in Idaho. He was not 
entitled to credit for any of the time spend in California. Teal, 105 at 504, 670 P.2d at 911. 
This case presents a similar situation to Moliga and Teal. Like in Moliga, Defendant Nall 
was in custody with the Federal authorities. While awaiting sentencing in his federal cases, he 
was served with a complaint in the current case. From the time of the service of the complaint, 
to the time that he was sentenced, he accumulated time in his state charges, just like the 
Defendants in Moliga and Teal. Since it was time that he spent in Idaho on his Idaho charges, 
Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of time served that is consistent with Moliga and Teal. 
Even under existing Idaho case law, Defendant Nall is still entitled to an award of the 
credit for time served because he was in custody in the state of Idaho during the pendency of this 
case. Just like Moliga, Defendant Nall had to answer for his state charges and was brought into 
State court in this case. He is not requesting credit for the time prior to being served with the 
complaint, as in Teal, nor is he requesting credit for time served while in an out of state Federal 
jurisdiction, as in Moliga. 
v. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the Idaho Supreme Court ruling in State v. Owens, Defendant Nall is entitled 
to an award of credit for time served of 316 days in the present case because he meets the 
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statutory requirements of Idaho Code § 18-309. Since this is not a collateral challenge, the 
holding from the Owens case should be applied. In addition, since Defendant Nall was in Idaho 
custody on this charge while it was pending, he is entitled to credit for the time in custody he 
spent on his Idaho case under existing Idaho case law. Therefore, Defendant Nall respectfully 
requests that the Court award 316 days of credit in this case. 
DATED, this OD day of April 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Zf)_ day of April 2015, I mailed a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to Jeffrey White, Ada County Prosecutor's Office, by placing the same in the 
Interdepartmental Mail. 
Katie Van V orhis 
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STATE'S OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF 
SENTENCE 
COMES NOW, Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho, 
and hereby presents the State's Objection to Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of 
Sentence. 
BACKGROUND 
The State does not take issue with the first paragraph of the Statement of Facts set forth 
in the Brief filed in support of Defendant's Motion. However, the State does note for the record 
that the second paragraph incorrectly states that the Court did grant Defendant 316 days of credit. 
As stated in the State's Motion to Clarify and the Court's Judgment, such credit was only to be 
given if Defendant had not been given credit by the Bureau of Prisons toward his federal 
sentence for the time he served in the Ada County Jail. The Court's oral pronouncement of 
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sentence further makes clear that the Court was awarding Defendant zero (0) days of credit, 
while leaving it open for Defendant to file a Rule 35 motion to correct the Court's calculation if 
it was later determined that Defendant did not receive any federal credit. See Exhibit A, disc 2, 
audio of the second half of Defendant's sentencing hearing on June 3, 2014, at approximately 
4:38 to 4:41 ("Given my review of the Moore decision and the information available to me and 
the record available to me, it does not appear that Mr. Nall is entitled to any credit for time 
served and none will be awarded."). To the extent there may be any ambiguity between the 
Court's oral pronouncement and the written judgment of conviction, the oral pronouncement 
controls. See State v. Allen, 144 Idaho 875m 878 (Ct. App. 2007); see also State v. Wilson, 127 
Idaho 506, 509 (Ct. App. 1995). 
The State therefore did not file a motion to "disallow the credit previously awarded." The 
State's motion is to simply get a more clear Judgment on the case so that IDOC may properly 
calculate Defendant's sentence according to the Court's ruling. 
ARGUMENT 
I. State v. Owens does not apply to this case by its express terms 
In his Brief supporting his Motion, Defendant argues that the Court should apply rules 
announced by the Idaho Supreme Court in State v. Owens, 343 P.3d 30 (2015) to award 
Defendant 316 days of credit on this case. Despite Owens stating it does not apply retroactively 
(Id. at 35-36), Defendant requests that this Court apply the rule anyway based upon a theory that 
this case is not "final" because of motion practice related to the issue of credit for time served. 
This theory is not consistent with Idaho law regarding retroactive application of rules. 
The time for taking an appeal from a criminal judgment of conviction is forty-two ( 42) days after 
entry of judgment. See lA.R. 14(a). In this case, that would be approximately July 17, 2014. If 
no appeal is filed, the Court's judgment becomes final. See generally State v. Jakoski, 139 Idaho 
352, 355 (2003). A new interpretation of a criminal procedural rule does not apply retroactively 
to cases that are already final at the time the new rule is announced. See Owens, 343 P.3d at 35; 
see also Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, 310 (1989). The Idaho Supreme Court has acknowledged 
that this approach advances an important interest: the finality of judgments. See Rhoades v. State, 
149 Idaho 130, 138 (2010). As Defendant did not appeal, his conviction became final many 
months prior to the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Owens. Because the Idaho Supreme Court 
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determined that Owens does not apply retroactively, it does not apply to any determinations of 
credit for time served related to Defendant. 
Defendant urges the Court to disregard these statements on a theory that the retroactivity 
doctrine only applies to "collateral appeals." While the Brief does accurately describe collateral 
review, it ignores the Idaho Supreme Court's pronouncement that it does not apply retroactively 
to final judgments. Defendant's requested interpretation ofretroactive application would 
ultimately result in the entire "retroactivity" discussion in Owens to be of no legal effect at all. 
Defendant's Motion is pursuant to Rule 35 to correct what Defendant believes to be an incorrect 
computation of credit for time served. By the express terms of Rule 35, such a motion can be 
filed at any time. I C.R. 35(c) ("A motion to correct a court's computation of credit for time 
served, granted pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 18-309 or 19-2603, may be made at any time."). 
Any criminal Defendant therefore would be able to file a new Rule 35(c) motion in their criminal 
case and have the Court apply Owens, regardless of the age of their conviction or its finality at 
the time of the motion. However, if the same person chose to file a post-conviction petition, 
under Defendant's theory the Court in the post-conviction action would not be able to apply 
Owens because it would be a collateral attack. This confusing scenario is inconsistent with 
Owens itself and cases it interprets, and it is not an accurate statement of Idaho law. 
As Defendant's conviction was final at the time Owens was decided, any rules announced 
in Owens do not apply to the computation of credit for time served in this case. 
II. The rule announced in Owens does not change the amount of credit for time 
served due Defendant 
Even if Owens did apply retroactively, it is ofno help to Defendant. I.C. 18-309 provides 
in relevant part that "the person against whom the judgment was entered, shall receive credit in 
the judgment for any period of incarceration prior to entry of judgment, if such incarceration was 
for the offense or an included offense for which the judgment was entered." ( emphasis added). 
The Defendant in Owens had been arrested and charged with multiple counts of issuing checks 
without funds. Owens, 343 P.3d at 31. The opinion does not reflect that Owens had any other 
holds on him at the time of his arrest1• Owens ultimately pled guilty to eight felony counts, and 
1 Based on a review of the Idaho Repository (www.idcourts.us) and the Opinion, it appears 
Owens was out on bond from Ada County case number CRFE-12-4404 at the time he was 
arrested on the Twin Falls case that resulted in the Idaho Supreme Court opinion. 
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the sentences on each count were ordered to run consecutively to one another. Id. Pursuant to 
State v. Hoch, 102 Idaho 351 (1981), Owens was given credit against his sentence for only one 
count. Id. at 32. Owens challenged this decision and requested that he be awarded an amount of 
credit equal to the number of days he spent in prejudgment incarceration against the sentence for 
each of the eight counts he was convicted. Id. 
The Court in Hoch had declared credit to only be given against a single count in this 
situation, as doing so would result in a Defendant being credited for the actual amount of time he 
or she had served instead of a "pyramid" award equal to many times the actual amount of time a 
defendant had spent in jail. Hoch at 352. In revisiting the issue, the Court in Owens ultimately 
determined that the plain language of LC. 18-309 required that credit be given against each 
count, not just one count, even though that would result in Owens being awarded eight times 
more credit than the number of days he had actually spent in jail awaiting disposition. Id. at 33. 
While the Court did note the oddity of that result, it concluded that the statute was unambiguous 
on that point. Id. 
The State does not dispute that Owens overruled certain prior precedents regarding 
awards of credit for time served. Specifically, it overruled Hoch and its progeny. Going forward, 
if a Defendant is being sentenced on (and is entitled to credit on) multiple counts, the sentencing 
Court will be required to award credit on each count for consecutive sentences. That is, 
however, a manifestly different situation than the one facing Defendant. There was never a 
question in this case as to whether Defendant was entitled to an award of credit on one count or 
multiple counts; the dispute was always over whether his prejudgment incarceration was "for the 
offense ... for which the judgment was entered." IC. 18-309. 
The Court in Owens expressly noted that credit pursuant to LC. 18-309 is conditioned 
upon the incarceration having been as a result of the case for which a Defendant is being 
sentenced. The Owens Court did not overrule any of the cases relied upon by the State in its 
sentencing memorandum dealing with that issue. Owens changed nothing of the law regarding 
when incarceration will be deemed to have been "for the offense" a Defendant was convicted; it 
merely clarified how many times a Defendant will receive credit when it has been determined 
that he or she is entitled to it. There appears to have been no question that the direct cause for 
Owens' incarceration was the Twin Falls felony offenses for which he was ultimately convicted; 
as such, it was determined that he was entitled to an award credit on each count. As was 
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previously shown in the State's sentencing memorandum, Defendant was not in custody because 
of this case. He was at all times being held on a no bond federal hold and could never have 
secured his release no matter what the outcome of this case may have been. 
Owens did not change Idaho law in any way that is of benefit to Defendant. The reasons 
he was denied credit on the underlying case have nothing to do with the changes to credit 
computation announced by the Court in Owens. As such, even if it did apply retroactively, it 
would not affect his credit grant in any way. 
III. Idaho law at the time of Defendant's sentence supports him receiving no credit 
The State set forth its argument regarding credit in its sentencing memorandum. Those 
arguments were expressly adopted by the Court in its oral pronouncement of sentence, and as 
such they will not be repeated here. The State only seeks to respond to Defendant's arguments 
regarding Moliga and Teal as being cases that support his request for credit. 
First addressing State v. Teal, 105 Idaho 501 (Ct. App. 1983), Defendant in his Brief says 
this case is in support of his request for credit because the Court determined he was entitled to 
credit for the time he spent in Idaho. Teal had absconded from his Idaho probation and 
subsequently was sentenced to prison in California. Id. at 502-503. Teal was later returned to 
Idaho to answer to the probation violation. Id. at 503. The Idaho Court revoked Teal's probation 
and imposed sentence, giving him credit for 161 days of prejudgment incarceration. Id. at 504. 
Teal appealed and requested to also be credited for time he served in California, a request that 
was denied by the Idaho Court of Appeals as it was not time he served for the Idaho case. Id. 
Defendant's Brief argues that this grant of 161 days of credit for time Teal served in 
Idaho supports his own claim for credit. However, Defendant has overlooked a crucial point: the 
161 days was credit for time Teal had served in Idaho prior to ever going to California or 
violating probation at all. Id. at 502 ("Teal also received credit against the forgery sentence for 
161 days spent in custody, prior to the probation order."). Once he was returned from California 
and his Idaho sentence imposed, his judgment granted him the exact same amount of credit: 161 
days. This means that Teal was denied credit for the time he spent in Idaho custody while 
laboring under a California prison sentence, as the reason for his incarceration at that time was 
the California sentence. This does not support Defendant's claim for credit; it only reinforces 
that he is not entitled to any. 
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State v. Moliga, 113 Idaho 672 (Ct. App. 1987) facially appears to be inconsistent with 
State v. Dorr, 120 Idaho 441 (Ct. App. 1991). Both Moliga and Dorr had been convicted in other 
jurisdictions, sent to prison, and then delivered to the temporary custody of Idaho pursuant to the 
Interstate Agreement on Detainers to face charges here. Moliga was given credit at the time of 
his sentencing for the time he was in the temporary custody ofldaho (Moliga at 673), while Dorr 
was awarded no credit at all including the time he was in Idaho's temporary custody (Dorr at 
443). The contradictory decisions of the respective District Courts were affirmed on appeal. 
While the appellate decisions appear to be at odds, there is a rather simple explanation for 
the contradictory result: the State in Moliga did not appeal the District Court's grant of credit for 
the time Moliga was here in our temporary custody. The Court expressly stated that the only 
issue that had been presented in the appeal was the District Court's denial of credit for time 
Moliga was incarcerated in the State of Washington. Moliga at 673 ("The only issue on appeal is 
whether the district court erred in not allowing further credit for the time Moliga served in jail in 
Washington ... "). The Court of Appeals never passed on the issue of whether Moliga should have 
been given credit on his Idaho sentence for the time he was here under the IAD because they 
were not asked to. The issue was squarely presented to the Court in Dorr, and the Court of 
Appeals at that time stated that a Defendant in that situation is not entitled to credit on an Idaho 
sentence because they were already "in custody" on an unrelated matter. 
The Court already ruled at Defendant's sentencing that he is not entitled to credit on this 
case, as he was at all times laboring under a federal detainer that prevented his release under any 
circumstances. The Court's decision was a correct interpretation of Idaho law and need not be 
revisited. 
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The State respectfully requests that the Court deny Defendant's Motion for 
Reconsideration of Sentence. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this Jl day of May, 2015. 
JAN M. BENNETTS 
Ada unty Prosecuting Attorney 
Jeff White 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \ 1,,rV\day of May, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing State's Objection to Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence was served to: 
Mark P. Coonts, Ada County Public Defender 
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class. 
,t. By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
o By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup at the 
Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
o By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Mark P. Coonts, ISB# 7689 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
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Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S RULE 35 
MOTION 
COMES NOW the above-named defendant, JOSHUA NALL, by and through his 
attorney, Mark P. Coonts, Ada County Public Defender's Office, and hereby presents the 
Defendant's Reply Brief in Support of Defendant's Rule 35 Motion. 
In its brief, the State argues that the Court is bound by its pronouncement of the sentence 
in this case on June 3, 2014. The State argues that Defendant Nall is bound by the conditional 
award of credit, and Defendant Nall is precluded from the favorable holding in the recent holding 
in State v. Owens, 343 P.3d 30 (2015). However, both the award of credit and the application of 
Owens are issues that the Court may address, in its discretion, with the current motion. Further, 
the new rule announced by Owens brings into question the underlying justification for many of 
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the State's cases that can be traced back to State v. Hoch, 102 Idaho 351, 630 P.2d 143 (1981). 
Therefore, Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of the credit for time served in this matter. 
!: 
ARGUMENT 
A. Application of the Owens' Holding is Consistent with Rule 35 and Idaho Law. 
Application of the ruling in Owens would not be inconsistent with Idaho law, or lead to a 
deterioration of the finality of judgments. In this case, application of credit and reconsideration 
of the award rests with the discretion of the trial court. A Rule 35 is a matter of discretion to the 
judge to reconsider a sentence of a defendant. State v. Lopez, 106 Idaho 447, 680 P.2d 869 
(Ct.App.1984). 
The determination of an award of credit in this matter is not final for two reasons. First, 
the additional briefing necessarily creates the issue of credit is not settled. Second, if the Court is 
to conclude that Owens applies, then it has the discretion to award credit. As the Court in Owens 
noted, the new rule is to apply, "only prospectively and to cases now on direct review." Owens, 
at 35. This motion is not a collateral challenge from a post-conviction relief motion, and 
therefore not precluded under the language from Owens. 
The State cites to State v. Allen, 144 Idaho 875, 172 P.3d 1150 (2007) for the proposition 
that the Court is bound by the oral pronouncement of the sentence in this case. While that case 
stated that a Court may not increase a sentence with amended judgments, it did not limit a court 
from exercising its discretion pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 35 to amend a sentence. 
In Allen, the sentencing court did not apply the proper amount of credit for time served. 
An amended judgment was entered to reflect the intent of the judge at sentencing, but 
contradicted the oral pronouncement of sentencing. The Allen Court concluded that a sentencing 
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court must not increase a sentence by issuing a subsequent judgment or amended judgment that 
withholds credit mandated by Idaho Code § 18-309. Allen, 144 Idaho at 877, 172 P.3d at 1152 
(2007). 
B. If Owens Applies to This Case, The Plain Meaning of Idaho Code § 18-309 
Requires an Award of Credit. 
The State's interpretation of the Owens' holding is incorrect for two reasons. First, the 
State presents a much narrower interpretation than the one articulated by the Court. Second, the 
Court did not condition the award of credit be the result of the case for which the Defendant is 
being sentenced. While it is true that the Court's holding does mention that credit should be 
awarded for each count, it is clear that the holding "requires court to credit a defendant any 
prejudgment incarceration served ... " Owens, at 34. ( emphasis added). The Court pronounced a 
more general application stating that, "a defendant receives credit for any prejudgment 
incarceration served on each of his consecutive sentences. Id 
The State's assertion that Owens expressly noted that credit pursuant to LC. § 18-309 is 
conditioned upon the incarceration having been as a result of the case for which a Defendant is 
being sentenced is not supported. The Court in Owens does not make the distinction the time 
must be conditioned upon the case. Instead, the Owens Court concludes, quite broadly, that if a 
person has been in custody for a crime, then the plain meaning of LC. § 18-309 mandates that 
credit against the sentence imposed be granted. Its application of credit pursuant to Owens is not 
conditional, but instead generally applies as a result of applying the unambiguous language of 
Idaho Code § 18-309. Owens, at 34. 
If the broad holding of Owens applies to this case, then Defendant Nall is entitled to 
credit for time served in Idaho custody on this case. 
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C. Existing Idaho Case Law Does Not Preclude an Award of Credit for Time 
Served. 
The State's interpretation of Teal and Moliga is incorrect. In Teal, the Defendant 
requested credit for time that he served in California to be credited to his sentence in Idaho, but, 
once returned to Idaho, the defendant only spent 33 days in Idaho custody while awaiting a 
disposition of a probation violation. At his sentencing, there is also no indication that Defendant 
Teal requested credit for his 33 days in Idaho while awaiting the disposition of his probation 
violation. Instead, the court stated that he was not entitled to the credit for his incarceration in 
California because "it had nothing to do with his Idaho convictions." Teal, at 504. 
Similarly, the Court in State v. Moliga, 113 Idaho 672, 747 P.2d 81 (Ct.App.1987) did 
not preclude an award of credit applied to the case, even though the Court knew about Moliga's 
Washington sentence he was currently serving at the time. Moliga, 113 Idaho at 676, 747 P.2d at 
85. However, the Court did limit the time to only the time spent in Idaho. Moliga, 113 Idaho at 
673, 747 P.2d at 82. 
Both Moliga and Teal show that the existing framework allows a court to award credit for 
time served as long as the time was spent in Idaho and requested by the defendant. A defendant 
is not automatically precluded from receiving such credit as urged by the State. Defendant Nall is 
not requesting credit for the time prior to being served with the complaint, as in Teal, nor is he 
requesting credit for time served while in an out-of-state federal jurisdiction, as in Moliga. 
Defendant Nall is entitled to an award of 316 days of credit for time served pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 18-309. Under the new legal framework in Owens, Defendant Nall meets the 
statutory requirements to justify and award of credit for time served. If this court determines that 
Owens is inapplicable to this case, Defendant Nall is still entitled to credit under existing Idaho 
case law. 





Given the motion pending before the court is not a collateral challenge, then it is 
appropriate for the Court to apply the holding from Owens. Defendant Nall is entitled to an 
award of credit for time served of 316 days in the present case because he meets the statutory 
requirements of Idaho Code § 18-309. Since this is not a collateral challenge, the holding from 
the Owens case should be applied. In addition, since Defendant Nall was in Idaho custody on this 
charge while it was pending, he is entitled to credit for the time in custody he spent on his Idaho 
case under existing Idaho case law as well. Therefore, Defendant Nall respectfully requests that 
the Court award 316 days of credit he spent in custody towards this case. 
DATED this -11_ day of May 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4 day of May 2015, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to Jeffrey White, Ada County Prosecutor's Office, by placing the same in 
the Interdepartmental Mail. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
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Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody of the Idaho State Board of 
Correction, and that it is necessary that JOSHUA NALL be brought before this Court for: 
Hearing Scheduled ........ Monday, June 01, 2015 @03:00 PM 
It is THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from 
the Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the 
Sheriff will return the said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction until 
the court orders otherwise; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said 
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and await 
further order of the court. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the 
Idaho State Board of Correction forthwith and certify to the same. " 
Dated Friday, May 29, 2015. ~
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JUL 1 6 2015 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAGHRJ~Ue'ili &.-,ucH, Clerk 
By KARI MAXWELL 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A~uTY 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
Defendant. 




On February 26, 2014, Defendant Joshua Nall entered guilty pleas to the felony offenses of 
Conspiracy to Commit Burglary, LC. §§ 18-1401, 18-1701, 18-204, and Supplying a Firearm to a 
Criminal Gang Member, LC. § 18-505. Pursuant to a Judgment of Conviction and Commitment 
entered on June 5, 2014, Defendant was sentenced on each count to the custody of the Idaho State 
Board of Correction for an aggregate term of 10 years, with a minimum period of confinement of 
two years, followed by a subsequent indeterminate period of eight years. The counts were to run 
concurrently with one another as well as concurrently with any federal time Defendant was serving. 
The Judgment of Conviction and Commitment further provided: "If Defendant does not receive 
credit for time served in Federal custody, then Defendant shall receive credit for three hundred 
sixteen (316) days served in prejudgment incarceration as provided by § 18-309, Idaho Code." See 
Judgment of Conviction and Commitment at 3. 
On May 27, 2014, prior to sentencing in this matter, the State had filed a Sentencing 
Memorandum, RE: Credit for Time Served. On November 3, 2014, subsequent to entry of the 
Judgment of Conviction and Commitment, the State filed a Motion to Clarify Credit for Time 
Served. In the interim, Defendant sent letters, prose, to the Court dated July 17, 2014, and August 
25, 2014, regarding the issue of credit for time served, along with an application for the 
appointment of a public defender. The Court entered an Order RE: Appointment of Public 




























Defender on September 8, 2014, indicating it would treat Defendant's letter of July 17, 2014, as a 
request for credit for time served, which would be timely pursuant to LC. § 18-309 and I.C.R. 35(a). 
The Court also appointed the Office of the Ada County Public Defender to represent Defendant in 
pursuing his request. See Order RE: Appointment of Public Defender entered September 8, 2014, 
at 2. 
On April 30, 2015, Defendant filed a Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence, along with 
Defendant's Brief in Support of Defendant's Rule 35 Motion. The State's Objection to Defendant's 
Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence was filed on May 13, 2015. On May 21, 2015, Defendant 
filed a Reply Brief in Support of Defendant's Rule 35 Motion. 
Hearing on Defendant's Rule 35 motion and the State's motion for clarification was held on 
June I, 2015, at which time the Court took the matters under advisement. 
DISCUSSION 
Defendant is seeking credit for 316 days of time served prior to his sentencing in this case. 
Idaho Code section 18-309 provides, in pertinent part: 
In computing the term of imprisonment, the person against whom the judgment was 
entered shall receive credit in the judgment for any period of incarceration prior to 
entry of judgment, if such incarceration was for the offense or an included offense for 
which the judgment was entered. 
LC.§ 18-309(1).1 The language of LC.§ 18-309 is mandatory and "requires that in sentencing a 
criminal defendant, the sentencing judge give the appropriate credit for pre-judgment 
incarceration." State v. Rodriguez, 119 Idaho 895, 897, 811 P.2d 505, 507 (Ct. App. 1991) (citation 
omitted). Accordingly, a claim that such credit was not properly given is a claim that the sentence 
is illegal, which under I.C.R. 35 may be corrected at any time. Id. See also State v. Allen, 144 
Idaho 875, 877, 172 P.3d 1150, 1152 (Ct. App. 2007). 
The Complaint in this case was filed on July 9, 2013, and an Arrest Warrant issued the same 
day. At the time the arrest warrant issued, Defendant was in the Ada County Jail on a U.S. Marshal 
"no bond" hold related to charges in a federal case. The federal hold was converted to a detainer so 
that Ada County could take temporary custody of Defendant for proceedings in this case. 
Defendant was sentenced in the federal case in August of 2013, and received credit for time served 
1 The Court notes that I.C. § 18-309 was amended effective July I, 2015, and a subsection (2) was added to the statute. 
However, the relevant portion set forth above was not substantively amended. 




























toward his federal sentence for the period of January 1, 2013, through August 21, 2013. See 
Motion to Clarify Credit for Time Served, Exhibit A. Sentence in the case at bar was pronounced 
on the record on June 3, 2014. Defendant asserts that he is entitled to credit for time served toward 
his sentence in the case at bar for 316 days that he was in custody from the time he was served with 
the complaint and arrest warrant on July 9, 2013, to the time he was sentenced on June 3, 2014. 
A similar claim was made in State v. Dorr, 120 Idaho 441, 816 P.2d 998 (Ct. App. 1991). 
The Dorr court addressed the consolidated appeals of two defendants whose motions for credit for 
time served pursuant to I.C. § 18-309 had been denied by the district court. Part of the time served 
was in the custody of federal authorities while the defendants were awaiting disposition of federal 
charges and/or while serving time on federal sentences. Another part of the time served was in the 
temporary custody of Kootenai County pursuant to a detainer, while awaiting disposition of state 
charges and simultaneously serving time on federal sentences. See id. at 442, 816 P.2d at 999. The 
Idaho Court of Appeals stated that clearly the defendants were not entitled to credit on their state 
sentences for the time they spent in federal custody awaiting disposition of unrelated federal 
charges, nor were they entitled to credit on their state sentences for time served on the federal 
sentences while in the custody of federal authorities. Id. at 444, 816 P.2d at 1001. The remaining 
issue was whether the defendants were "entitled to credit on their state sentences for the time they 
served in the temporary custody of Kootenai County while awaiting disposition of the state 
charges." Id. Concluding that the defendants were not entitled to such credit, the Idaho Court of 
Appeals stated: 
During the time they served in the temporary custody of Kootenai County, [the 
defendants] were not denied their liberty because of the pending state bombing 
charges. Although they were awaiting disposition of those charges, their liberty 
already had been denied by the federal courts by virtue of the federal sentences 
imposed on them. 
Id. at 445, 816 P.2d at 1002. 
In State v. Horn, 124 Idaho 849, 865 P.2d 176 (Ct. App. 1993), the Idaho Court of Appeals 
more specifically characterized the issue as a matter of "causation." In Horn, the Ada County 
prosecutor charged the defendant with forgery. An Ada County arrest warrant was served on the 
defendant at the Gem County jail, where he was awaiting disposition of unrelated criminal charges 
in Gem County. After disposition of the Gem County charges, the defendant was transferred to 
Canyon County to answer for unrelated criminal charges there. He was next transferred to Owyhee 




























County to answer to charges there, and then to Elmore County, where more charges were pending. 
At the conclusion of the Elmore County case, the defendant was placed in the custody of the State 
Board of Correction and incarcerated at the Idaho State Correctional Institution. The defendant was 
then brought before an Ada County magistrate to be arraigned on the forgery charge. When he was 
ultimately sentenced by the district court in Ada County, the defendant was not given credit for any 
of the time he spent in the custody of the other counties or of the Board of Correction. Id. The 
district court denied the defendant's motion for credit for time served for the 271 days that had 
elapsed between the service of the Ada County arrest warrant and the sentencing on the Ada County 
forgery charge. Id. at 850, 865 P.2d at 177. 
Citing Dorr, the Horn court noted that I.C. § 18-309 confers a right to credit "only if the 
presentence incarceration was a consequence of the offense or an included offense for which the 
sentence was imposed." 124 Idaho at 850, 865 P.2d at 177. More specifically, if a particular period 
of confinement served prior to the imposition of the sentence "is not attributable to the charge or 
conduct for which a sentence is to be imposed," then the defendant is not entitled to credit for such 
confinement. Id., quoting State v. Hale, 116 Idaho 763, 765, 779 P.2d 438,440 (Ct. App. 1989). 
The defendant in Horn argued that he was in continuous de facto custody of Ada County from the 
time the Ada County arrest warrant was served until he was sentenced on the Ada County charge. 
The Idaho Court of Appeals disagreed, stating: 
... the standard that determines entitlement to credit for presentence detention is one 
of causation. Only if the presentence incarceration was caused by the charge for 
which a sentence is being imposed should credit be granted. That test is not met here. 
When the Ada County arrest warrant was served on him, Horn was already being 
detained as a consequence of charges in other counties. The Ada County warrant had 
no effect upon his liberty when he was already subject to confinement for the charges 
arising in Gem, Canyon, Owyhee and Elmore Counties. 
124 Idaho at 850, 865 P.2d at 177. Similarly, when Defendant was served with the Ada County 
arrest warrant in this case, Defendant was already being detained as a consequence of charges in the 
federal case. Accordingly, the Ada County warrant had no effect upon Defendant's liberty when he 
was already subject to confinement for the federal charges. Like the defendants in Dorr, during the 
time Defendant was in the temporary custody of Ada County, he was not denied his liberty because 
of the pending Ada County charges. Although Defendant was awaiting disposition of those charges 
his liberty had already been denied by the federal authorities. See Dorr, 120 Idaho at 445, 816 P.2d 
at 1002. As the presentence incarceration for which Defendant seeks credit was not "caused by" the 





























charges for which sentence was imposed in the case at bar, Defendant is not entitled to credit for 
such time against that sentence. 
Defendant also asserts, as did the defendants in Dorr, that his position is supported by State 
v. Teal, 105 Idaho 501,670 P.2d 908 (Ct. App. 1983), and State v. Moliga, 113 Idaho 672, 747 P.2d 
81 (Ct. App. 1987). In Teal, the defendant was sentenced on Idaho charges and, following a period 
of retained jurisdiction, was placed on probation. Thereafter, the defendant absconded from 
probation supervision and left the state of Idaho. The defendant was eventually arrested on various 
charges in California. A Minidoka County sheriff filed a detainer with the California authorities, 
and the defendant was ultimately returned to Idaho to face allegations of probation violation. 105 
Idaho at 502-03, 670 P.2d at 909-10. The defendant asserted he should be given credit against his 
Idaho sentences for the time he spent in custody in California. Id at 504, 670 P.2d at 911. The 
Idaho Court of Appeals concluded the defendant was not entitled to credit for any time spent in 
California custody while awaiting disposition of the Idaho probation violations, as defendant's 
arrest and confinement in California "had nothing to do with the Idaho convictions." Id. As the 
Idaho Court of Appeals later noted in Dorr, the 161 days of credit Teal received was for the time he 
spent in custody in Idaho prior to his sentencing on the Idaho charges, and before he absconded 
from supervision by probation authorities. See Dorr, 120 Idaho at 444, 816 P.2d at 1001; see also 
Teal, 105 Idaho at 504, 670 P.2d at 911. Accordingly, Teal does not support Defendant's position. 
In Moliga, the defendant was charged in Idaho with grand theft. While in the state of 
Washington, the defendant was arrested and sentenced in connection with several crimes he 
committed in Washington. Pursuant to a detainer, the defendant was returned to Idaho to face the 
Idaho grand theft charge. The defendant was given credit against his Idaho sentence for the time he 
spent in custody in Idaho while awaiting sentencing on the grand theft charge. 113 Idaho at 673, 
747 P.2d at 82. The only issue on appeal was whether the district court erred in not allowing 
further credit for the time the defendant spent in custody in Washington. Id. The Idaho Court of 
Appeals concluded the defendant was not entitled to credit against his Idaho sentence for the time 
he spent in Washington custody. The Dorr court later clarified the holding in Moliga, noting that 
although Moliga was given credit for the time he spent in Idaho custody after being returned from 
Washington, that allowance of credit "was not an issue in that case," and Moliga "properly should 
be interpreted as holding that the district court did not err by denying credit to Moliga for time 




























served in Washington on the Washington charges." Dorr, 120 Idaho at 444-45, 816 P.2d at 1001-
02. Accordingly, the Court cannot conclude that Moliga supports Defendant's position. 
Finally, Defendant asserts that his position is supported by a recent decision by the Idaho 
Supreme Court, State v. Owens, 158 Idaho 1, 343 P.3d 30 (2015). The State argues that Owens 
should not apply to the case at bar, because the Owens court held that its interpretation of LC. 
§ 18-309 would not be applied retroactively. Defendant asserts that application of Owens to this 
matter would not be a retroactive application, as the issue of Defendant's award of credit for time 
served is not yet final. However, even assuming that Owens may properly be applied to the issue in 
this case, for the following reasons the Court concludes that the holding of Owens does not support 
Defendant's position that he is entitled to the credit he seeks. 
In Owens, the defendant pled guilty to eight counts of issuing a check without funds and 
was sentenced to eight consecutive prison terms. The district court gave the defendant credit for his 
prejudgment time in custody but only applied that credit toward one of the sentences. 158 Idaho at 
--, 343 P.3d at 31-32. Overruling State v. Hoch, 102 Idaho 351, 630 P.2d 143 (1981), the Owens 
court concluded that pursuant to the plain language of LC. § 18-309, the defendant was entitled to 
receive credit for his prejudgment time in custody toward each of the eight offenses. 158 Idaho at 
--, 343 P.3d at 33. However, in Owens, there was no issue regarding whether the defendant's 
prejudgment custody was attributable to, or caused by, the eight counts for which he was sentenced. 
As the Owens court noted, LC. § 18-309 provides that "a defendant gets the credit only on a 
requirement that incarceration was for 'the offense or an included offense for which the judgment 
was entered."' Accordingly, Owens did not address the issue presented in the case at bar, in which 
a defendant was already in custody in relation to charges other than the offense for which judgment 
is being entered. It appears that the holding in Owens more narrowly applies to the issue of how to 
calculate credit for time served when a defendant is given consecutive sentences. Indeed, in 
determining whether its holding would apply retroactively, the Owens court stated, "We have never 
before interpreted Idaho Code section 18-309 as adding credit for time served to each consecutive 
count in a judgment. Because we are now interpreting section 18-309 in a way that was not 
dictated by precedent, this case announces a new rule." Id. at--, 343 P.3d at 35 (emphasis added). 
For these reasons, the Court cannot conclude that the Owens decision directly or impliedly 
overruled Dorr and Horn, discussed above. 




























As Defendant is not entitled to the credit he seeks pursuant to LC. § 18-309, the Court 
concludes that his sentence is not illegal, and his Rule 35 motion is therefore denied. The Court 
will grant the State's motion to clarify credit for time served and enter an amended judgment of 
conviction and commitment which will reflect that Defendant will receive credit for zero (0) days 
toward the fixed portion of his sentence. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence is 
denied. The State's Motion to Clarify Credit for Time Served is granted. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 

































CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by 
United States Mail, on this J!l'l1?,day of July, 2015, one copy of the ORDER as notice pursuant to 
Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
ATTN: JEFF WHITE 
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
ATTN: MARK COONTS 
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
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On the 3rd day of June, 2014, before the Honorable Timothy Hansen, District Judge, 
personally appeared Jeff White, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, and Defendant with his attorney, Philip Gordon. 
This being the time fixed for pronouncing judgment in this matter; said Defendant was duly 
informed by the Court of the nature of the Information filed against him for the crimes of: 
COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 204; 
COUNT II. COMMISSION OF A FELONY CRIME WITH THE INTENT TO PROMOTE 
GANG ACTIVITY, LC. §18-8502, 8503; COUNT III. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A 
FIREARM, FELONY, LC. §18-3316; and of COUNT IV. SUPPLYING A FIREARM TO A 
CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, FELONY, LC. §18-8505, committed on or between the 15th day 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - Page 1 
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of March, 2012, and the 8th day of April, 2012; of his arraignment on the 29th day of January, 
2014, at which time Defendant appeared in person and with counsel and was advised of the 
charge(s) and the possible penalties and was further advised of the applicable constitutional and 
statutory rights. Thereafter, on the 26th day of February, 2014, Defendant entered pleas of guilty 
to: COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. §18-1401, 1701, 
204, and COUNT IV. SUPPL YING A FIREARM TO A CRIMINAL GANG MEMBER, 
FELONY, I.C. § 18-8505; which pleas were accepted following examination of Defendant under 
oath and waiver of all applicable rights. Counts II. and III. were dismissed pursuant to plea 
negotiations. Sentencing was continued for preparation of a presentence report, which was 
completed and reviewed by the Court and counsel. 
The Court asked whether Defendant had witnesses or evidence to present in a hearing in 
mitigation of punishment; heard statements from counsel; and gave Defendant an opportunity to 
make a statement. 
Defendant was then asked if he had any legal cause to show why judgment should not be 
pronounced against him to which he replied that he had none. And no sufficient cause being 
shown or appearing to the Court why judgment should not be rendered; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Defendant is guilty of 
the crimes of: COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT BURGLARY, FELONY, LC. 
§18-1401, 1701, 204, and COUNT IV. SUPPLYING A FIREARM TO A CRIMINAL GANG 
MEMBER, FELONY, LC. §18-8505, and that he be sentenced on each count to the custody of 
the State Board of Correction of the State ofldaho for an aggregate term of ten (10) years, to be 
served as follows: a minimum period of confinement of two (2) years, followed by a subsequent 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - Page 2 
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indeterminate period of custody not to exceed eight (8) years; with the counts to run concurrently 
and concurrently with any Federal time Defendant may be serving. Defendant shall receive 
credit for zero (0) days served toward the fixed portion of his sentence. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that pursuant to Idaho Code, Defendant be, and hereby is, 
assessed and Ordered to pay the following fines, fees and costs as to each count: 
1. Court costs in the amount of $17.50 (LC. § 31-3201A(b), LC. §31-4602). 
2. County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the amount of$10.00 (LC.§ 31-4502). 
3. !STARS technology fee in the amount of$10.00 (LC.§ 31-3201(5)). 
4. Emergency Surcharge Fee in the amount of $100.00 on each felony count 
(J.C.§ 31-3201H). 
5. Victim's Compensation Fund Fees in the amount of $75.00 on each felony count 
(LC.§ 72-1025). 
6. P.O.S.T. fees in the amount of$15.00 (LC.§ 31-3201B). 
7. Peace Officer and Detention Officer Temporary Disability Fund $3.00 
(J.C. § 72-1105). 
8. Victims Notification Fee (VINE) in the amount of $10.00 
(J.C.§ 31-3204). 
9. Restitution shall be joint and several with the co-defendants, Donald I. Koski, 
Bryson G. Smith, Justin W. Ackerland, and Dale A. Warren, in the amount of 
$1,531.50 (LC. § 19-5302). 
10. Defendant shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of 
Correction, not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00), for the cost of 
conducting the pre-sentence investigation and preparing the pre-sentence 
investigation report. The amount will be determined by the Department and paid 
by Defendant in accordance with the provisions of LC. § 19-2516. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT - Page 3 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant shall fully comply with the DNA Database Act. 
Defendant was then remanded to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County, to be delivered 
FORTHWITH by him into the custody of the Director of the State Board of Correction of the State of 
Idaho. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Amended Judgment 
and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of Defendant. 
DATED this /t..,,,--day of July, 2015. 
TIMOTHY HANSEN 
District Judge 
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I do hereby certify that on the~ day of J1,t~ , 2015, I caused to 
be emailed/ mailed one copy of the within instrument in this cause as follows: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
ATTN: JEFF WHITE 
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
ATTN: MARK COONTS 
VIA INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION TEAM/DEPT. OF PROBATION & PAROLE 
VIA EMAIL 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
VIA EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA EMAIL 
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: • 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
JUL 29 2015 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
Mark Coonts 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 





Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK 
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1) The above-named Appellant appeals against the above-named Respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the final decision and order entered against him in 
the above-entitled action on July 16, 2015, the Honorable Timothy Hansen, 
District Judge, presiding. 
2) That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under 
and pursuant to I.A.R. 1 l(c)(l-10). 
3) A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the Appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not 
prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal is: 
a) Did the district court err by denying the Defendant's motion filed pursuant 
to I.C.R. 35? 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
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. " 
4) There is a portion of the record that is sealed. The portion of the record that is 
sealed is the presentence investigation report (PSD. 
5) Reporter's Transcript. The Appellant requests the preparation of the entire 
reporter's standard transcript as defined by LA.R. 25(d). The Appellant also 
requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript: 
a) Entry of plea held February 26, 2014 (Court Reporter: Vanessa Starr, 
Estimated pages: 100); 
b) Sentencing hearing held June 3, 2014 (Court Reporter: Tiffany Fisher, 
Estimated pages: 100); 
c) Status hearing held April 1, 2015 (Court Reporter: Vanessa Starr, 
Estimated pages: 100); 
d) Motion hearing held June 1, 2015 (Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff, 
Estimated pages: 100). 
6) Clerk's Record. The Appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to 
LA.R. 28(b)(2). In addition to those documents automatically included under 
LA.R. 28(b )(2), the Appellant also requests that any materials relating to his 
motion filed pursuant to LC.R. 35, exhibits, including but not limited to letters or 
victim impact statements, addenda to the PSI, or other items offered at the 
sentencing hearing be included in the Clerk's Record. 
7) I certify: 
a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court 
Reporter(s) mentioned in paragraph 5 above; 
b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the Appellant is indigent (LC. §§ 31-
3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 24(e)); 
c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal 
case (LC.§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 23(a)(8)); 
d) That Ada County will be responsible for paying for the reporter's 
transcript(s), as the client is indigent (LC. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, LA.R. 
24(e)); and 
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to LA.R. 20. 
DATED this '2.~ day of July 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this lfL_ day of July 2015, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Idaho Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
Joe R. Williams Bldg., 4th Fir. 
Statehouse Mail 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender 
PO Box28I6 











Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MIREN OLSON 
DEPUTY 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
Mark Coonts 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
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Case No. CR-FE-2013-0009223 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ON DIRECT APPEAL 
The Defendant has elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-entitled matter. The 
Defendant being indigent and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County Public 
Defender's Office in the District Court, the Court finds that, under these circumstances, 
appointment of appellate counsel is justified. The Idaho State Appellate Public Defender 
shall be appointed to represent the above-named Defendant in all matters pertaining to the 
direct appeal. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. A-v--J....A"° 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
mailed one copy of the Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender on Direct Appeal 
as notice pursuant to the Idaho Rules to each of the parties of record in this case in 
envelopes addressed as follows: 
Idaho Attorney General 
Criminal Division 
Joe R. Williams Bldg., 4th Fir. 
Statehouse Mail 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender 
PO Box2816 
Boise, ID 83701 
Jeffrey White 
Ada County Prosecutor's Office 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Ada County Public Defender's Office 
Attn: Katie Van Vorhis 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Date: , AJ ~11.J 3. Qo/ S-
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TO: CLERK OF THE COURT 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
451 WEST STATE STREET 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
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) _________________ ) 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on September 8, 2015, I 
lodged a transcript 49 pages of length for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of 
the County of Ada in the Fourth Judicial District. 
HEARING DATES INCLUDED: 
EOP February 26, 2014 
Status April 1, 2015 








IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintirf-Respondent, 
vs. 
JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Docket 
43442 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on September 8, 2015, I 
lodged a transcript 30 pages in length for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of 
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District. 
Penny L. Tardiff CSR 
9-8-2015 
Hearing Date: June 1, 2015 
000153
No. 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
(208) 334-2616 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
- - - - - - - - - - - x Docket No. 43442 





- - - X 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT OF 40 PAGES LODGED 
Appealed from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, 
Honorable Timothy Hansen, District Court Judge. 
'\ 
This transcript contains: 
06-03-14 Sentencing hearing 
DATE: September 11, 2015 
Tiffany Court Reporter 
Officia Court Reporter, 
Judge Melissa Moody 
Ada County Courthouse 
Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 979 
Registered Professional Reporter 
000154
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JOSHUA M,ICHAEL NALL, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 43442 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. . 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Presentence Investigation Report, which includes one CD. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to 
the Record: 
1. Two (2) CDs attached as exhibits to State's Objection to Defendant's Motion for 
Reconsideration of Sentence, filed May 13, 2015. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 16th day of September, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 43442 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
SEP 1 6 2015 
Date of Service: --------
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
LA WREN CE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JOSHUA MICHAEL NALL, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 43442 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in 
the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true and correct record of the 
pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, 
as well as those requested by Counsel. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
29th day of July, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
